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THE EQUALIZATION OF THE BURDES OF TRANSPORTATION IH
CONNECTICUT
CHAPTER I
CONDITIONS WHICH MAKE UEASUREMSJ^T NECESSARY
The purpose of this paper is to apply techniques to Connecticut
that endeavor to equalize the burden of transportation in the yario^is
towns throughout the state. However, before enlarging on this purpose,
let us consider briefly the policy of state support of education accepted
in this thesis, and sone of the conditions which bring about a need for a
study of the problem.
Equalization of Educational Opportunity
The state as a political unit in a democracy should tend to
equalize educational opportunity. Theoretically, it should detemine the
Baost extensive educational program thet can be offered, and then by legis-
lation introduce and control this program throughout Uie entire state, so
that it nay be made available to every student within the state boundries.
Actually, in our present donocracy, people do not d«aand that all students
should have the aemQ or equivalent educational opportunities. People, how-
ever, do demand that there shall not be too great a discrepancy in the educa
tion available to students in different esivironmscits. Because of this atti-
tude, the responsibility of the state is linited to equalizing a minimum
educational opportunity. This responsibility of a state in equalizing
educational opportunity is Interpreted in the report of The Educational
Finance Inquiry as follows!
rc
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CONDITIONS miCE MAKE MEASDRFISFNT NECESSAHY
!• To eatfiblish schoole or make other arrangwiwits sufficient
to furnish the children in every locelity within the state
with equal educational opp>ortuniti^8 up to some prescribed
minimura;
2. To raiaB funds necessary for this purpose by local or etate
taxation adjusted in such a manner as to bear upon people
in ell localities at the samo rate in relation to their tajc-
paying ability
|
5« To provide adequately for the supervision end control of all
the schools, or for their direct administration, by a state
departaent of education.
These criteria aay be used as a means of forarulating a policy on
the basis of which a 8t«te can assist the individual towns in giving to
each child a minimiim educational opportunity. Let us now consider the
State of Connecticut.
Equalizing Educe tional Opportunity in Connecticut
In 1923 the General Aseefflbly of Connectlcnt ff>lt that the school
laws should be subjected to revision and codification and appointed a
Commission to make a study of the problan. The Comndssion accepted the
doctrine of equalizetion^ and the three criteria laid down by The Educa-
tional Finance Inquiry as e basis for financing education. It made practi-
2
cal application of the interpretation, using a technique devised by Mort*
This application involves the determining of the content and cost of the
minimum program, setting up a method of equalizing the burden of carrying
the cost depending on the ability of the toime to support the minimusi program >
and finally, providing for the con trol of the minimum program. Tlie results
of this application are found in the bulletin "Financing Education in Connec-
1
—Strayer, George D. and Haig, Robert M. The Financing of Education in
the State of New lork
. p. 174.
2
—isort, Paul R. The Measurement of Educational Need
r
CONDITIONS IfHICH MAKE MEASDRFJfiENT NKCESSIW
ticut."^ The cost of the minimum profrrca was detemlned by finding the
9
coat of the educational proeram per "equated pupil" In towns of averaflre
wealth. The tot.<il cost of the alnlaiUBi proprao In a town was determined
by Bultlplylne: the coat per equated pupil by the total number of equated
pupils to be educated in the town. In order to equalize amonr the several
towns the financial burden of aialntelnlng the alnlmuia educational pro(p*any
it was decided by the Commission that each town should not pay more than
5A% of tho total tax receipts for this purpose. If the cost of the
BlnlmuB prograjB in any town should exceed 54$ of the tax receipts^ the
state would five to such e toRH financial aid. In thlo v,ay, each torn would
be able to offer a Blniimim educational opportunity without orerburdening
the tax payers.
The Need for Equalitlng the Transportation Burden
in Connecticut
The CoBunlsslon found the cost of the minliBunj educational program to
be $7© per equated pupil. This 1^70 Includad current expenditures for high
and eleaentary school education, exclusive of tuition, kindergarten, and
transportation. Kindergarten costs were excluded because only those ele-
mmts should be Included in a ainimum program that are common to practically
ell the towns. Kindergarten instru rtion is not covmoa la Connecticut since
only forty-three of tJie one hundred sixty-nine toms offer such a course.
1-Flnancing: Fducatlon in Connecticut. Bulletin prepared by the Division
of Research and Surveys of the Slate Board of Sd'icfitlon.
2-The cost of educating one pupil is greater in small schools than in large
schools, ^reov^r, it is more ex|Densive to provide high school education
than elementary. "In Connecticut the ecuated pupil is equivalent to one
receiving his schooling in an elementciry school of more thfn 2d8 pupils.
In other words, the method reduces ell pupils, high and oleraentary, for
cost computation purposes, to a common basis, namely, a pupil in an ele-
mentary school of 266 and rt*»^T» n tu^ ^4.^*4 j x ,
;
'^over." Ihe quotaUon is taken from pe?e 55,
Finencint; Education in Coonecticut.
rc
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CONDITIONS WHICH MAKE MEASUREMENT NKCESSAPT
ilBOf expenditures for tuition were not included because cuch expendi-
tures constitute very largely a transfer of money from one town to another
rather than an additional educational cost. Transportation was not in-
cluded in the minimuDj educational cost because of the difficulty in measur-
ing the need for it,^
Althouali transportation is not "educational", the Cosomission
recognized that it is an important factor in equalizing educational opportu-
nity. Thousands of students throughout the state nrust be provided with
transportiition if they are to hcve the benefit of the prescribed mininum
profjrams. Transportation entails a necessary expense which aiust be paid
out of the funds for educational purposes. Moreover, the Coannission ad-
mitted that the state has not equali2ed the support of the educational
program until it has made provision for th-? cost of transportation.
It has been found that there is a wide varistion in the amounts of
money that each town is spending for this purpose. A glance at Table I
shows the¥"^wns expaad as much es 30^ of their educational funds for
transportation, while other towns expaad very little. For instance, the
town of Cheshire during the school year 1925-1926, spent $10,595.31 out of
$45,711.93 (the total aaount for current ©loaentary school expenditures) for
the transportation of elaaentary school pupils. On the oth^r hand, the
town of North Haven spent only |3, 488.06 out of S50,679,85 for the same
pupose**'
1-Financing Education in Connecticut, pp. 91-94
2-Fin&ncing Education in Connecticut, p. 129
3-State of Connecticiit, Public Docjment Ho. 8 Educational Statistic*
1925-1926 Table 3 and Table 19.
C
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It Is easy to »«e that If the state hopes to equalize th-? burden of educa-
tion, It Bust equalise the cost of transportation.
My interest In this problem was aroused after a iaIY with Mr»
FLOirer M, Thompson, Director of the Department of Pesf>£rch end Surveys of
the State Board of Fducation* - This conversation revoaled that the ^o»»
mission did not include in their eG!iali2atlon plan the element of trans-
portation because of the difficulty exp-^rienced In trying: to derive a
unit which could be used in measurinc: the need. At Mr. Thompson's sug-
gestion a technique devised by Bunis^ has been studied, and its applica-
tion to the State of Connecticut is found In the peges that follow?. The
validity of the technique can nsithor be proved nor disproved until the
application has been made.
p
Presont Laws Governing Transportation
The present laws ap ropriate money for transportation on the basis
of total tax receipts, tha population of the towns, and the availBbillty
of the mlniimiffi educational program. Apparently, these laws are foraiulsted
for the purpose of equalising the local support of transportation costs, so
that more local money is available for real educational parposea.
The first law*'to be considei-ed gives aid on the basis of total
tax receipts. By means of this law, the state endeavors to help small towns
that are leas able to support the financial burden of transportation.
The ability of a town to support an educational pi^grem depends
1-Bvimc, Robert L. Measuremeaat of the Need for Transporting Pupils
2-See Appendix
5-Cumulative Supvleaent to the General Statutes—Revision of 1930—p. 79
r
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not only upon the wc«lth of the town, but also upon the number of equated
pupils to be educated. If the wealth of the town is used ae a nuaerator
and the number of equated pupils as the denominator, th« quotient rLll
be the amount of money behind each pupil. Ko«v, the valicUty of the total
tax receipts as a mraaurinj' stick depends upon its correlation with the
raore refined unit of wealth behind each pupil, ^e can determine this
relstionehip if we plot the data for each to.-m on two axes, letting one
equal total tax receipts, and the other, income behind each equaled pipil.
This has bo«n done in Tcble II.
file table shows that there is an association between total tax
receipts and the ability of a town to support the ediicaticnal program. In
other words, as total tax receipts increase, money behind each pupil in-
creases* i^owover, if we confine our data to those towns eligible to re-
ceive aid, i. e., towns of less than $60,000 total tax receipts, as has
been done in Table III, there does not seem to be justification for the
difference in percentage of total transportttion costs supported by the
state. This difference is indicated by the blue line on the X axis. For
instance. Redding ^ stands ei^th in a list of towns arranged according
to their ability to support the educational program, and yet, tinder this
law, it is entitled to receive 55% of its transportation costs from the
state. Clinton, ^ another town having a large amount of money b^ind ep-ch
pupil, is ^titled to receive 65% of its transportation costs frat the state.
1-Financlnp: Education in C^mnecticut. p. 105
0{.-
TABLE I
PER CEUT OF CUFJIENT EXPHISl!: DEVOTED TO TRANSPOPTA-
nON OF PIiriLS TO ELEMHITARy SCHOOLS
Me. of Toims % Current £xpen8«
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0 ?!8 - 29
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Data froE
Connecticut: 1925-1926 Year Bookj
Botrd of Educ.
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cxmmnaas mcB make HfULsoRBfiajT n^sissihi
From a study of these tables, one aay coaclude that low totol tax
receipts 18 an Imllcation of e leek of ability to support the transporta-
tion costs £ind can be used irlth a fcir snount of justice as a jgeana of
appropriating funds to equalize costs in the various towns. If, however,
this law has been formuleted to ^ve aid to towns that are overburdened
in neetln? such costs, the wealth behind each pupil can be used as a aore
equitable unit of Meaaurenent,
The second law^ as well as the first is confined to el^entary
education* This law states that towns hfsving a popilation l^es than six
thousand shall be entitled to receive reimbursement froa tiie state for
one-half the costs of transportation, such reinibursem«at not to exceed
peiT pupil annually. In fonauleting this law, the state is endeavoring to
assist towns of small population, it being assumed th&t in a town of small
population the people are scattered over a wide area, and therefore, their
need of transportation is greater. Thus, it can be said that the density
of population (which means the number of people per square mile) directly
affects the need. As the density flecreases, the need increases. If the
need for transportation depends upon the density of population, then a
unit derived froa density of popultition rather than "popul?^tion", as stated
in the law, should be used to determine the amount of aoney contributed
by the state. A further refinoaent would be to derive the density figure
from that of the population concerned, namely, the density of school children*
1-Cuaiula tive Supplement to Xhe General Statutes—^Revision of 1950—p. 79
rI
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There are two more weaknesses in this law. First, there is no
attanpt on the part of the state to measure the ability of the individual
town to support the burden of trcnsportation. Consequently, sooe towns
receive aore aid tJian they actually need. Second, a toim which has s
popilation slightly greater theji six thousand can not receive aid. This
sesas unfair because the need does not automatically stop at this point.
Ihe third is designed to crive aid to towns for transporting
their pupils to non~locEl high schools. Towns having less than $60,000
in tax receipts ere entitled to receive a meiimum of $85 per pupil. Ihey
are entitled to half the costs of tuition up to $50 and half the costs of
transportation up to |55. These towns do not have enough pupils of hicji
school ege, at one tiwe, to warrant the establishment of e hi^. school. Due
to no local fault, the educational opportunity of prospective high school
students is limited if transportation is not provided, ^wever, by assist-
ing towns of this type, the state accepts a high school educstion as a
ninifium requirement for good citizenship. At the same tixe, there is a
neglect qn the pert of the st€3te in supplying financial assistance for
transportation in towns that aaintain thsir own high schools. The failure
of the state to assist in the transportation of pupils to local high schools
illustrates an incon^sistency in the state's policy of equalization.
The fourth law^ ^ves aid to towns in which pupils desire a
specialized high school education. The state agrees to pay half the costs
of treaxsportation, up to 150, of pupils who want to go to a non-local trade
school* The function of this law, like the previous one, is a direct attempt
1-GuiBulative Sup leoent to the General Statutes—^Bevision of 1950—p. 40
2-CaEiulative Suppleaent to the General Statutes—^Revision of 1350
—
p. 47
r
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<Mi the pert of the stete to give each pupil, regnrdl'^ss of geographiesl
location in the state, aa educational opportunity equal to those pupils
liring in a more favorable educational mvironment. JCvon though the state
ay find this type of transportation expensive et times, it is performing
ita true function of equalizetlon of opprtuaity.
Finally, there is a Special Aid which enables towns haviner
less than 160,000 in tax receipts to appeal to the State Board of Education
if any phase of the local educational pro^rem is too much of a financial
burden.. By this law the state recognizes the possibility of injustice be-
in? done to specific towns, and legally endorses the individual analysis
of a to^'s ability to support the educational profiram. The conditions
in a particular town are analysed by the State Board of Educe tion for the
purpose of state adjustment*
FroB a study of these laws, it is evident that the state in its sup-
port of the burden of transportation recognizes three factorsj (l) the
nee»d for transportation, (2) the ability of the towns to support the trans-
portation program, and (S) the availability of a hi^i school education. How-
evej; there is no att«Bpt to include these three factors in one law which
would equalize the burden of support. lowns having sore then six thousand
in population ovidoitly have no need for transportation, or at least, no
need which the state will recognize. The state considers that toms having
more than |5E,000 in tax receipts and less than six thousand in population
are equally lacking in the ability to support thsir own transportation pro-
graa. Eowever, a study of various towns shows that some are better able to
1-Laws r^elating to Education—1951—Connecticut School Document, p. 94
(c
L
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CONDIHONS WHICH MAKE MEASUBEMENI NECESSJJH
pay the costs of transportation than others. Finally, there are many
towns which are axcessively burdened in transporting pupils to local
high schools, and yet, according to the state's policy of support, there
is no such burden, or if there is, the state fails to provide for it*
Apparently, there should be a revision in the method which is
used by the state in equalizing the burdai of transportation. Some plan
should be devised which nill utilize fill three factors, naaely, the need
for trGnsport£>.tion, the ability of the towie to pay for transportation,
and the availability of a high school education, V?hen this method is
found, the anount of money to b© given any pferticoler town can be determined.
Until such a plan is evolved, there will be marked variation in the aaaounts
of Baoney contriffcuted by the state for this purpoaej and as lone: as these
inequalities exist, the state is failing to perforxa its function of
equalizing the support of a miniBnin educational progi^am.
The Problem
In the preceding pages it has been sho^ thf t e Commission eppointed
in 1925 by the Gaieral Assembly set forth a plan for equalizing the
financial burden of a minimiim educational proprnm, but it did not include
in the equalization process the cost of transports tion becexisc: of the diffi-
culty it experienced in measuring the need. Purthr-rmorc, © study of the
present laws governing transportfction has revealed some inconsistency in
the state's policy of equslization. Therefore, it is the purpose of tliig
thesis to apply to Connecticut two techniques which m-?asure the need and
the cost of need for transportation in the various t^wns* One of these
a(
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Rethode wss devised by Dr. Eobort ^oo Buinfi , and the other hy Dr. Foe
Lyell Johns^. It is expected thet this investlgf tlon irill (l) lecd to
the selection of a better technique, (2) allow transportation costs to
be steted in terms of educational costs> so thfit tJiey may be associated
with the larger probleo of eqn&lizing educetion&l opportunity attacked
by the Coaraission, and (5) enable the reader tc obtain an understanding
of the principlea underlying the techniruesj so thet ho «ay judge the ex-
tent to which they contribute to the purpose of equalizings educational
opportunity.
In the applicatiwi of these techniques, date for the school year
1925-19t6 will be used. The use of these dota enables the writer to
associate tr&nsportr.tion cost* with the larger problem investigated by the
CMmission* No advantage is obtained by the use of more recent data be-
cause the pres<?nt law appropriating Boney to elesaentary cchools for tr^s-
portation is less than a year old, and appropriations based on it have
not as yet been aade,
SuiBEary
!• The equalization of educational opportemlty involves
(a) minium prograa, (b) equality of financial burden, (c) adequate super-
vision end control of schools.
2. The CoaBsission appointed by the Geoer&l /sscmbly in 1923 etteapted
to equalize in the various towns the financial burden of maintaining a
ainlHua Cfducetional program,
3« The CoHCjission did not include transportation in the minlMiB
educational cost because of the difficulty in measuring the need for it*
1-Bums, Robert L, The Meagtireaen t of the Need for Trangportln,g Pupils
2-Johne, Roe L, State and I«ocal Administration of School Transportation
c
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4* The present laws governing trensportetlon In Connecticut fail
to equalize the financial burden of support in the various towns.
5> The purpose of the thesis was 8tat#d: to apply to Connecticut
two techniques which measure the need and the cost of the need for
trensporteticm in the various towns for the purpose of equalization.
I r
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THE EQUALIZATION OF TRF EURDFN OF TRANSPORTATION
IN CONNECTICUT
CHAPTER II
APFLICAnON OF BURNS' TECHNIQUK TO CONNECTICUT
Dr. Robeort Leo Burns, while at Teachers College, Coliimbia Univer-
sity, dereloped a techniqiie for state equedization of transporttition
costs nfhich is foxmd in his publication Measurement of the Need for
Transporting Pupils* It is the purpose of the second chapter to apply
to Connecticut this technique for equalizing the burden of trsnsportttion.
Horevsr, before the application is made, it must be understood that Bums
in working out the problem performed three separate tasksx (l) he
measured the need for transportation, (2) he expressed the need in terms
of dollars, and (3) he proposed a plan for financing the need according
to the ability of the town to pay. In order to clarify these three points
before we approach the transportation probl^i proper, let ue select an
ttzample from some more C(»»on field of experience.
During this period of "depression" many eoBOBunities hare had to
organize relief measures to prevent ordinarily self-supporting families
from starving tc death. The prevention of such a catastrophe presents
a problen to be solved. The firv=?t step in its solution is, of course, to
find a raaedy. Ihe remedy is food. The next step is to find out hdw wich
food is necessary. In other words, the solution of the probl^ not only
requires the supplying of food, but the knovdedge of how much food is
necessary to prevent starvation. The third step is to supply this amount
of food or the amount of money that will buy the food. Finally, if
families are sble to supply part of their need, then they should be required
to do so, the ftmctioa of the conaunity being merely to contribute «aough
I
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extra food t6 prevent starvation. Luxuries of individual fejailiee should
not be patronised in meeting the need, but each faaily should be irtven
the opportunity to live economically. As long as there is food privation,
the comaunity is faced witi the problem of (l) determininr the need for
food, (2) stating the need in terms of dollars, (3) supporting the need
to the extent that each family is lacking in ability to do so for itself.
The degree of the need for food is proportionally equal to the
sife of the family, but some predictive variable must be used that will
not be subject to the idiosyncrasies of any one person. There awst be
some criterion of need that supplies the necessities, but prev^ts the
luxurie«» When this variable has been selected, the need of the various
families can be determined. The community can supply the need with the
actual food, or with the dollars which are more easily administered. Final-
ly there will be families that are tblo to buy part of their food supplies,
end they should be required to do so because the community is interested
in helping only those who can not help th^selves.
The problem of equalizing tho burdai of transportetion is sc«aewhat
eimailar to that of a torn, faced with the problem of supplying food to
needy faadlies. ^ust as the town must feed the poor, so must the state
as a unit in a democracy provide each child with a minimuia education, re-
gardless of how far he lives from sctool. It is true thct within a state
there are many prospective students who, because of distance from school,
ere seriously handicapped in obtaining an education. Obviously, the
remedy is transportation, ^hich the state and the town Hust jointly finance.
If some criterion beyond the influence of local school policy is not used
in determining the need, there is a strong possibility that the stfete will
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be financing undesirable types of transportation. If a predict!re rarlabl©
can be founi which will state the need in the various towns and which will
net be influenced too arich by loc&l school policy, then the actjal need
can be deteraiined, and this need can be stated in terras of dollars. Ilhen
the need is once stated in terms of dollars, it can be financed according
to the ability of the town to pay. Thus, as Dr. ?MTr:s has stated in his
thesis^, the problen of the state in the equalization of the burden of
transportation falls into three parts: (l) measuring the need, (?) ex-
pressing the need in terms of dollars, and (3) financing this need accord-
ing to the ability of the town to p«y.
Before the technique is applied to Connecticut, it is necessary
that a resuae'^ of Dr. Bums* study be given.
Resume of Dr. B\imB* Study
Dr. Bums was convinced that: "A modem progrpjo of state aid
based on the principle of equalization of educational opportunity demands
an index which will enable the state to distribute the burden of transports—
o
tion costs in an equitable manner." In 1925, using the Stete of Mew
Jersey as a source of data, he developed an indetx which he eraggests as a
basis of the state's minimum program of transportation, end proposed a
plan for distributing aid on the badLs of his index.
He assumed that the state's ainimuai program of transportation might
be taken as what the average community, in a group of similar communities,
is doing in respect to its needs. The need, strongly associated with costs,
he expressed in terms of. pjpils transported. Thro, in order to put towns
of different sizes on a comparable basis, he expressed need as per cent of
1-Bums, Robert L. Meagiji-emRnt of the Need for Trans corting Pupils
2-Bums, Robert L. Meas-grement of the Need for Transporting Pupils, p. 62
fe
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aTorage dally attendance tranaportf?d, Believln!?- that the cost per pupil
for trEnsportfition was greater In towns tranaportlag pupils longer
distances, he Introduced into his expression of need a measurement of the
average distance pupils were transported In each county. The oeasure was
derived by taking the square root of the quotient obtained by dividing
the area of the county (expressed In sc.uare miiss) by the number of school
buildings. Stated as a mathematical expression his need became
% of A« D, A. transported xX •
"no. of t>ullding8 -
His next problem was to use some criterion of need for transporta-
tion which was bejrond the control of the town. Realizing? that sparsely
settled communities need to tranvsport a larger per cent of their pupils
than urban districts If they are to sustain similar educational opportunities
he made a study of the density of school population with per cent of the
average daily attendance transported end found the correlation to be rather
high. In other words, by representing the need on the Y axis and the
density of school population on the X axis, he obtained a curvilinear rela-
tionship. Then, by taking: the lo£r of the density, he made this relationship
practically rectilinear. By a process of trial €aid error he selected the
—
_
function y - ae to express the relationship between the two variables.
By letting y equal the log of the need and plotting it sgaLnst the log of
the density, he obtained a rectilinear rel£tlonship, 3y using the log of
the function stated, he determined the equation of the line by the method of
correlations and regressions, end found It to be y=x.62—.799x (x being the
log of the density). By substituting the value of x for each county, he
predicted the need of each county for transportation. This need was the
ft
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average per cent transported for coxmtles of slrailar densittps. In order
to find the number of pupils that the atcte would Include in the BlnlBua
prograa of support in a county, he multiplied the per cent transported
by the arerage daily attendance of the county. This need fipure was In
hypothetical units end had to be changed to dollera. By dividing the
transportation costs by the units of need and tekinfr the central tendency,
he found the cost to be about $20 per pupil. This per papil coat multi-
plied by the units of need in each county gave the total cost of the miniaara
progran in each county. If the county was spending less than the miaiauB
for transportfttion, he proposed that the state assume the entire cost of
trftnsportation* In cas^ a county was spending aore than the mlniaaa, the
state would finance only the mlniBuai program, the county juaking up the
balance.
The foregoing is a brief suamery of Bums* technique as he applied
it to New "^ersey, HoweTer, in his development of his study, he continually
pointed out that his ideas could be adapted to any state.
Moreover, if the study was made in a state where the cost of the
miniaua educational program (exclusive of transportation) had been deter-
mined, he suggested thet the costs of transport«tion (as derived by his
index) be stated in terss of equivalent educational costs. When this wa«
sccoiaplished, a new ainimura educational cost would result including trans-
portation. The support of this new ainimuia educational cost would b©
equalised in a Banner similar to that previously explained in the suaaaary
of the technique applied by the Coratiission. This stated in the lest
chapter,^
1-See Page #3
fe
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APPLICATION OF BUrUS* TECHNIQUE TO CONHECriCUT
MowRxring the Ne«d for Trensportetlon in Connecticut
The flr«t stop in the application of Burns* technique in to aeasur*
the need for transportation. The tovm is the sabordinete political unit
in control of education in Connecticut, and therefore, the need for
transportation in the various tovms will be measured.
It is asstmed tliat the average need for transportation in coairxnl-
ties of like densities aay properly be taken &b a aeasure of a Bd-ninnam
transportation program. In order to get thin average need (called y) Bums
used the matheme,tical function^
-kx
7 = ae •
This function expressing the relfitionship between the two variables was
selected by Bums because it not only fitted the data, but it would also
urtthstand a COTmon sense analysis. In other trords, T^hen the density of
school populetion approaches zero, the line of the function gives a lorrical
value for the need for transportation, and when the need for transportation
approaches sero, the density of school populfition remains positivf?, ap-
proaching infinity.
The line of best fit for the New Jersey data took the form
y = 416. 87e
'^'^^
or Log y = 2.62 - .739x.
In other Tfords, when the log of d«isity is substituted in this fomiala
fox «iy county, it becomes possible to determine the transportation need of
the county. This transportation need is a per cent fifure similar to an
average for ail count/ies of l^ts density,
1-y = need
a, e, k = constj^nts
X = cause of need
V(
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APPLICATION OF BTONS* TFCPIIQUE TO COTOECTICUT
The Talidity of this function
-kx
y = ae
being assumed, it becoaes a str&ip^ht line function when expressed in toraia
of logs. In other words, if the lo^s of the y values and the log's of the
X values are plotted, the data should fall along a straipjit line.
The following procedure shows how the streight line relstionship
is derived. In the function,
-kx
y ae
a — a constent
k = a constsnt
e = a constent
X = the log of density.
When the log of etch side of
y = ae"^
is taken,
log y = log a - kx log e.
But since e is a constsnt end equal to 2.7188,
log e ^ •454.
Hence,
log y = log a -k log ex.
But since k is also a constant,
k log e = .4545k = -b,
a new constent. When the equation is rearrrjiged,
log y = log a - bx.
Under the original assumption,
x = log of school density,
so when its equivalent, i. 9. los x, is substituted,
log y = log a - b log x.
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APPLICATION OF BUCKS' TECMI(,Dfi: TO CONNECTICUT
However, a Is a constant, so log a la a constant, end v". hevr- the equatiw
in the form
log y = -b log X + log a
which is similcr to an equation of a straight line,
y = -nx 4- c.
The -b in the loe equation is similar to the -a in the straight line ecna-
tion, both representin«; the slope. The log a in the log equstion is similar
to the c in the strf.i^'ht line equation, both bein? the T intercept when
X has £ value of zero* If thi.'j function is to be used in derivins" the
average need for transportation in Connecticiit, the date shewn in Tabl** IV
when plotted should approxiaa te or fall along a strcipht line,
Plate I shows the distribution of the dets tchich is tabulated in
Table IV. The variables x and y are defined as follows:
y = Pupils Irs'sportod | j Ar.?6 of ^own
A. D. A. '^o. of School B'ld»gs
X = log/A> D, A .c a d. a
.)
N Area /
The ecatter dirgrara sho'^s thct as the per cent of pupils transported in y
the various toims increases, the lop of density of school population decreases.
Although there is spread to the date, the relationship is rectilinear. It
should be reaembered that these data represent the actual per cents of
pupils transported in each town for a given density rather than the average
per cent transported for a number of toTOS of siailer densities. Therefore,
because of individual town policies, the spread of data would have the ten-
daicy to deviate from ono strai-^t line dram diegonclly from the upper
left hand comer to the lower right hand comer of the diagram*
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APPLICATION OF BURNS» TECHNICjUF TO CONNECTICUT
If WQ assxiffle that the relationship between these two variables
X and y can be exprev-^sed by the straight line function offered by Bums^
a line of best fit can be obtained from the average per cent transported
in certain density intervels. The towns are grouped in density intervals
of five, and the average per cent transported for each CToup is fi-^red.
This data is shown plotted in Plate II. The line of best fit for this
data is s:iven by the equation.
Log y = 2.115 - .408x.
This equation fd.ves equal weii?hts to the &ver&e:e per c^t vslues.
It does not take into consideration the number of cesss from which e*'Ch
per cent value is calculated.
Another method of obtainin? a line to be used in deterpinincr the
need for transportation is tc correlate the log data as shown in Piste I.
Cross section paper hatchings ere taken as intervals and the data corre-
lated. A line is fitted to the correlation intervals giving* the «3u8tion
y = .5x + .54
Then this line is converted to values in terms of the original
data.
I'Og 7 = 2.276 - .66x
This equation y value has the edv&ntage of being derived from
relatively email dsasity intervals in the density areas where there are
a large number of cases, and from lar|rer density intervals in density arets
where the number of cases of need is smaller. It is also a conservative
y value being influaiced more by the towns transporting: smaller per cent
of average daily attendance than by towns transporting larger per cents.
This fact is true because the intervals above the assiaaed origin, although
r
APPLICAnON OF EUBNS' TECHNIgilJ: TO CO»I>?FCTICUT
given the sane deviation velue as the intervelc below the orlcrln, re-
present larger changes la the rctael dsta*
This second line ras chosen to be used in mefisnrlns: the need for
trfinsportation in the vtrioup toisns. Ihe substitution in the equation
of the lof of school density of any town will e-ive a vBlue slaailer
the log of averege per cent transported in tovms of this density. This
y value is the per cent of A. D. i. trtn sported for ^shich the ctete holds
itself responsible in equalizin? the burden of tr!r.nsport.':tion throughout
the stfite. If we go one step farther and iBultli,ly this value of y by
the average daily att^dance, re shall obtain the number of pupils in-
cluded in the state's Kinimiua program of support.
The aethod of procedure in detenainin?:: the need can probably
b3 clarified by working out this velue for a specific town. In the town
of Windsor Lortks
Density = Lo«r l,887f^
A, D, A = 557
Lcr7 y = 2.276 - ,6*? (1.88767)
Log y = 1.03025 = 10.7 %
Expressing 10.7 as a decimal value end nsultiplyins' by Am D. A., we have
•107 X 5f?7 = 57 piplls.
In 1925 the town actually transported eighty-seven pupils. Fifty-seven
pupils is the nuaber which the state will assist in getting to school.
This need is not due to local policy, such as the orgeniitation
or location of school buildings, but to a. need predicted by the density
of the school population. Density of a town is not cfuaed by the local
thought or polic5', but by geographic, climatic, or othrr influences which
are beyond human control. The need for transportation in the various towns
as predicted by density is shosn in Table I?, in th« columns marked B and I.
tr
TABLE IV
DATA TOR THE STATE OF COMECTICUT
FOR THE YEAR 1925-1926 AND PEO-
GRAMS OF STATE AID FOR TRANSPORTA-
nOlf DERIVED FROM TECHNIQUES DE-
VELOPED BY BURNS AND JOHNS.
DATA FOR THE ST/TE OF COPWECrinuX FOR THE 1925-1926
TECmiWES DWELOPED
A.D»A. S.P.T. % Area Density I.og
A.D.A, No. of Area A.D.A. Den-
Trans. Bldgs. Bldgs. Area sity
Andover 76 45 59.21 4.05 239.800 4.555 .68775
Anaonia 3,fAZr
Aahford 154 58 24.68 59.252 4.561 .65906
Aron 355 50 16.02 2.05 30.550 16.054 1.20504
Barkhaflisted 160 29 18.13 1.98 35.933 4.081 .61077
Beacon Falls 534 47 14.07 1.82 25,663 36.306 1.5C709
Berlin 1 ,082 149 14.08 .26 3.591 44.126 1.64469
Bethany 6i 27 33.35 2.57 73.077 4.070 .51023
Bethel 556 7 1.26 1.60 2.025 55.813 1.55404
BethleheoB 106 64 60.58 4.44 269.273 5.54? .72770
Bloomfield 645 134 20.78 2.12 44»219 25.675 1.37429
Bolton 96 10 10. 5^ 1.94 20.458 6.294 .79893
Bozreh 170 16 9.41 1.87 17.624 8.492 .92901
Branford 1,,391 189 13.59 1.41 19.1?a 68.495 1.76710
Bridgeport 2S,,148 66 .28 1.62 .453 1,257.082 5.09934
Bridgewater 55 21 38.18 2.64 108.431 3.450 .55794
Bristol ,491 162 3.61 1.58 4.981 165.352 2.22089
Erookfield 161 10 6.21 1.99 12.567 8.082 .90752
Brooklyn 262 87 53.21 5.05 101.290 9.125 .96014
Burlington 254 26 10.24 2.28 23.406 8.065 .30550
Canaan 97 S8 28.87 5.73 107.729 2.520 .56549
Canterbury 194 28 14.43 2.20 51.746 4.453 .64865
Canton 505 95 18.42 2.10 58.682 16.324 1.21285
Chaplin 78 20 26.64 3.25 83.581 3.646 .56199
Cheshire 441 236 55.51 5.25 174.014 14.579 1.16572
Chester 342 44 12.87 2.85 36.650 21.172 1.3257G
Clinton 154 40 26.87 4.05 105.204 9.565 .97161
Colchester 577 45 7.45 2.02 15.1J.6 10.819 i.ooiia
Colebrook U6 63 54.51 5.30 179.277 3.646 .54986
Columbia 167 36 22.93 1.95 36.481 6.945 .84167
Cornwall 159 25 16.66 2.87 47.531 2.798 .44700
Coventry 283 70 24.75 2.12 52.575 7.483 .87408
CroBwsll 500 in? 91 AnCJL. 9 nQ
D^bury ,206 61 1.90 1.8? 3.465 70.G58 1.34904
Darien 876 271 50.94 1.70 62.659 58.791 1.76932
Dert^' ,558 50 5.21 1.01 5.254 502.799 2.48116
Durhaa 194 146 75.26 5.46 260.775 8.055 .90696
Eastford 134 32 24.63 2.66 65.712 4.694 .57154
East Granby 190 38 20.00 1.88 57.620 10.72? 1.05028
East Haddas 466 216 46.35 2.64 122.564 8.351 .92174
East Ilaapton 387 154 59.79 2.68 105.572 10.700 1.02958
East Hartford 2|,900 400 13.79 1.28 17.706 158.986 2.20134
East Haven ,350 215 15.95 1.34 21.562 107.076 2.02967
East Lyse 370 106 28.66 3.03 8C.895 10.070 1.00505
Eastoa 183 78 42.62 2.54 118.297 7.194 .86705
A B C D I r G
Value Need Program
68.44 52 1,248
69.51 lOS 2,544
58.10 126 5,024
56.51 105 2,520
17.42 56 1,344
15.50 169 5,816
59.35 47 1,128
17.79 94 2,256
62.48 65 1,584
25.58 146 5,552
56.07 55 1,272
46.01 78 1,872
12.87 166 5,984
1.70 251 5,544
85.56 46 1,004
6.46 269 6,456
47.54 75 1,824
54.07 99 2,576
47.61 119 2,856
100.00 97 2,528
70.45 135 5,240
22.89 146 5,604
80.27 62 1,488
52.20 141 5,584
25.17 85 2,040
45.15 66 1,584
33. ?1 224 5,576
81.86 95 2,2«2
52.54 81 1,944
95.71 132 5,168
50.01 141 3,584
ocoo
11.36 352 8,448
12.83 105 2,020
4.34 62 1,488
47.65 91 2,184
68.04 91 2 ,.184
59.45 74 1,776
47.60 219 5,256
59.50 150 5,600
6.^5 174 4,176
8.65 108 2,592
40.52 148 3,552
40.77 76 1,800
B I J
HUD PROGR/J«S OF STin, AID FOR TmSPORTATION DERIYED FROM
BI BURRS AND JOHNS
Actual Bums' Burns * Johns' Johns
Stete Equated Flquated D W» 1.©
Costs Aid Pupils ruplls Ala
1,897 1,248 18 19.75 1,583
2,544 55
2,089 50
X, <JJL9 1,519 19 1 OA X , oxo
I XD 716 10 XU* (Co f xo
3,490 50 An OK AQA
1,128 16 cX 1 A7rt
709 10 4*UX OfllCOX
1,584 25 •9^ *>A X,o Of
3,552 51 CO QOV»V A 1 QX4 , XOv
OAA 288 4 4«XX Oftft
696 10 Q CkA
5,984 57 f 0* f 0 o, ooo
4,S97 67 •51 1 •? X , 40«:
1,004 14 x5«Xx 1 CSKAX,U0O
2,607 37 of •ci
X, JUU 1,000 14 1 •94
&, 1 XX 2,376 34 c:l *> Of 004
1 ft?^ 1,825 26 X,4k40
X,0<7A 1,892 27 X
,
1 tj»7X,£>Of 1,587 25
o,xou 5,153 45 ylA 7K
X, t^OV 1,380 20 1 0 fl X, «JXO
3,584 48 id ^4.n, tJtKJ
X,wvX 1,001 14 1 nm
X, oox 1,584 23 CA r»i X , oox
1 'MOX, wOw 1,360 19 1 Q A5t X , oou
r*, (COS 2,232 32 OX.Of O 91 fj
1 Q1
A
X, ^XO 1,918 27 !>7 A 1 Q1 ftX, 9X0
2,222 32 91 ftA X, «JlC<7
3,030 45 A ^ on
2,040 29 ^7 7e;
'x,X 1 O 4,175 60
7 CC AT
700 10 1 nXU
2,184 31 40.64 9 AAtC
X, oox 1,631 25 23,5 1 RX1X J OOX
2,176 1,776 25 2,175
9,007 5,256 75 95.07 6,655
7 1m/ ,xux 3,600 51 68,57 A >JfV\4,OUU
8,544 4,176 59 62.14 4,140
3,558 2,592 37 47.38 3,317
5,494 3,552 61 58.41 4,789
4,497 1,800 26 40.24 2,817
K L M H 0
Johns' cal-
Johns' Johps' Johns' Johris' culated
Minimum yc tTnits yp liinimm
ProgrsM Value N8kl Value ?rogra«
1,583 62.85 22 28.52 1,583
2,766 82.87 44 28.59 2,389
2,608 44.24 59 17. G4 2,210
??,936 63.86 45 26 dS 1,865
2,090 40.20 52 15.75 1,889
5,919 59.17 161 14.26 6,644
1,470 22 28.29 1,470
5,541 40.24 88 15.97 281
1,837 61,26 . 30 28.04 1,837
5,183 41,79 124 19.28 5,185
1,521 59,30 26 27.59 595
2,192 54.77 40 26.01 876
6,266 S7.S5 168 12.09 6,266
4,266 22.32 231 1.20 1,482
1,058 66.15 18 29.41 1,058
6,368 25.24 252 5.62 3,764
2,335 55.62 42 26.25 556
5,584 55.48 67 26.62 3,684
3,732 66.66 67 26.26 1,448
1,688 58.20 29 30.31 1,829
3,633 65.09 66 28.68 1,767
4,740 42,73 lU 22.04 3,971
1,787 66.76 27 29.27 1,316
4,342 42.96 101 22.82 4,342
2,918 42.U 69 20.13 1,852
2,067 62.96 39 25.49 2,067
7,100 49.99 142 24.69 2,150
2,210 64.96 54 29.34 2,210
2,436 67.96 42 26.97 2,088
2,793 66.52 42 29.93 1,629
4,260 56.85 75 26.62 5,976
3,120 39.98 78 16.33 3,120
11,956 34.78 343 10.71 2,125
3,965 37.30 106 12.06 3,955
1,144 22.04 52 3,55 1,100
2,845 55.68 51 26,27 2,848
2,586 68.79 58 28.56 2,072
2,409 50.18 48 24.74 1,908
5,S55 55.06 121 26.09 6,^66
4,800 60.22 96 24.75 4,800
4,140 24.48 169 5.83 4,140
0,517 31.12 108 7.96 3,317
4,789 51.62 95 25.09 4,789
2,517 57.46 49 26.30 2,817
P Q R 8 T
Density Log Min, Cost of
ToTO A.D.A.!iP.T, % area ^^area f .p.A. of y Frog. Minianam
Trans, bldg. Bldg. Area Density Value Pupils Program
East Windsor
Ellin srtoa
Fhfield
Essex
Fairfield
Farmingrfeon
Franklin
Glastonbury
Goslen
Granby
Greenwich
Griswold
Groton
Guilford
^eddam
^amdeai
*4iinpton
Hertford
Rartlaad
Hanrinton
^ebron
Keaat
Killingly
Killing^rorth
Leb&ncm
Ledyard
Lisbon
Litchfield
Lyme
t^dison
Manchester
Mansfield
Marlborou^
lerid^
Kiddlebury
S^iddlefield
Uiddletown
Uilford
Uonroe
Hontville
Morris
NangBtuck
New Britain
Nev Canaan
New Fairfield
New Hartford
New EaTen
Newington
New London
New Mllford
757
419
2,625
627
3,096
850
U8
1,148
131
257
4,464
784
1,588
515
280
5,147
90
22,197
88
196
166
188
1,147
93
320
178
195
857
104
552
5,956
424
49
5,043
205
225
3,431
2,072
195
815
85
?,578
11,370
838
88
258
30,056
696
3,907
396
255
55
388
43
424
211
51
210
64
60
215
96
72
123
77
525
23
253
14
12
44
21
101
11
57
56
55
150
16
224
40
157
16
188
44
66
158
1
75
135
18
28
82
136
6
60
0
156
0
42
54.55
13.15
14,78
6.86
13.70
24.82
26.27
13.29
4S.85
23.55
4„77
12.44
4.55
23.38
27.50
16,62
25.56
1.10
15.91
6.12
26.51
11.17
8.81
U.83
17.81
20.22
16,92
23.56
14.42
63.64
1.01
32.51
32.65
3.75
21.46
29.60
4.61
.06
57.82
16.32
21.18
1.18
.72
16.20
5.82
23.26
2.10
2.43
1.55
1.71
1.49
2.97
1.97
1.90
3.68
1.95
1.68
1.92
1.86
2.56
2.55
1.65
2.48
,83
2.40
1.00
2.58
2.55
2.27
2.30
2.01
2.01
1.84
2.39
3.01
3.67
1.37
2,14
2.77
.95
2.20
2.06
1.80
1.67
1.98
1.98
2.01
1.22
.90
1.60
2.15
2.74
22.41 1.84
4.69 2.19
72.525 27.614 1.44115 21.12 1 e«>18^
Z ftOfkD,D09
32.918 11.821 1.07255 Of vvAJ
22.746 74.182 1.67050 11.01 A <51 9O, >7X4C
11.778 53.086 1.72497 T
2 etc.
/ X 1 7nAX, ( u*
20.491 96.342 1.98382 CIO S
C79
7^.743 34.625 1.53340 XO.CU XSO ^t79
51.988 5.088 .rB447 Of m^O X , Ov/O
34.842 20.923 1.31062 25,«0 £,0( 0,000
180.012 3.159 .49965 88.57 xXO C, OwA
50.881 6.288 .79837 56.11 x*o
6.037 104.475 2.01899 8.78 O , COO
25.554 21.208 1.32650 25,15 X<70 vl 704
8,362 45.512 1,55315 15.58 cOC *i 71 ?
69.954 16.366 1.21594 29.84 X4i7 CI \J
60.372 6.100 .78535 58.57 X'^t o,ooo
27.506 95.665 1.98074 9,50 9ft XcOO P, 7Q9D, « *7<C
6*.518 5.600 .55650 81.07 / C 1 79AX, 1 i^O
.913 1.,514.472 5.11875 1.55 iCCX
38.160 2.526 .40243 100,00 Rfi 9 119
11.046 5-985 .77706 58.77 ITTXXo 9 719
83,252 4.690 .67U7 68.08 XX£
26,095 3.815 .58149 98.22 xo* , -A 41 ft
20.007 22.201 1.34637 8,67 si. • 9 IRA
27,252 2.502 .59829 100.00 9
9'')9
35.869 6.059 .78240 57^49 XOc A ftft'i , or>o
40.682 4.590 .64246 77.98 i>, COO
31.384 11.381 1.05517 37,95 / X 1 704,X, / w%
55.365 12.330 1.09107 35.97 O , "JCO
43.519 2.8^5 .45102 95.14
QQ
< , «JOC
255.877 8.682 .93862 45.34 xoo O, 1 <7C
1.576 145.902 2.16406 7.04 4X/ 1 o noflX<J , V^JO
59.145 9.215 .96440 45.50 1 fi9XOc. <i , <joo
100.557 2.125 .32695 100.00 x,x 1 o
3,448 302.881 2.48824 4.30 9mcUX
47.254 10-514 1.02159 15.91 OX 7AA
ol.loo 15.978 1.22389 29.15 64 1,536
O . -JWV 80.472 1.90564 10.45 543 8,232
OSS 81.405 1.91065 10.20 207 4,358
75.148 8.127 .90995 47.41 90 2,160
18.769 1,27354 27.26 220 5,280
45.719 5.232 .71857 65.55 53 1,572
1.444 141.578 2.15097 5,70 118 2,852
.648 826.970 2,91696 2,24 227 6,448
24.425 58.366 1.58394 17.01 150 . 5,600
14.700 3.759 .57507 78.42 58 1,«32
53.778 6.859 .83^26 51.65 131 5,144
1,548.059 3.12967 1.29 500 7,200
- 41.i56 50.655 1.70460 14.16 97 2,328
724.557 2.85995 2.44 78 1,872
10.305 14.222 1.15296 29.81 259 6,216
Total St&t« Equated Johns* Johns' Johns' Johns' Johns'
_
Johns'
Cost Aid ?u- Equated State Mln. yc ^^^^ TP ^^1. Min.
ptls Pupils Aid Prog. Value Need Velue Prog.
12,259 5,688 56 78.47 5,495 5,495 41.29 135 18-06 5-495
2,857 2,857 41 41 2,857 4,838 47.91 101 "4.16 2.754
15,914 6,912 99 128.88 9,022 9,022 54.69 260 9.91 9,022
2,555 1,704 24 23.54 1,654 3,040 58.05 80 12,84 1.634
12,056 6,672 96 125.6 8.645 8,546 52.49 266 8,62 8,646
7,641 3,672 62 79,64 5,575 6,575 40.59 138 16,24 5,575
2,229 1,608 25 27.28 1,910 1,910 59,74 32 27 •gS 1,851
9,957 6,8i68 96 15.96 9,767 9,767 42.14 232 20,22 8,841
2,830 2,850 40 56^71 2,500 2,600 65.78 38 29.64 2,500
3,320 3,462 49 56 3,920 4,151 59.32 70 27,40 5,558
11,365 8,568 122 92.66 6,486 10,992 50.45 361 8,11 6,486
5,788 4,704 67 82.68 5,788 6,609 42.11 167 20,12 6,P^)9
7,275 5,712 82 40.11 2,808 8,697 59.00 223 14.05 2,608
4,079 3,576 51 58.27 4,079 4,825 42.Y5 113 22,02 4,825
4,472 3,888 56 63.88 4,472 4,697 59.69 77 27,52 4,637
10,172 6,792 97 122.25 8,658 8,658 31.67 274 8,66 8, ->58
2,810 1,728 26 21.28 1,490 ' 1,686 64.84 26 29. K) 1,490
4,405 4,406 65 52,95 4,406 5,065 22.82 222 ,01 5,066
1,874 1,874 27 20.13 1,409 1,811 67.07 27 30.14 1,409
1,630 1,550 22 10.44 751 5,289 60.94 54 27.59 751
3,433 2,688 58 58.71 2,710 2,895 61.60 47 '^8,49 9.710
1,351 1,951 28 19.51 1,352 5,642 64.42 55 29.14 1-352
6,588 2,184 51 60.6 4,242 9,654 41.98 227 19-77 4.242
915 915 15 10.54 738 1,878 67.11 28 30-16 738
1,782 1,782 26 26,45 1,782 5.271 53.87 88 S 414w,
2,547 2,347 54 52.6 2.275 5,225 63.22 51 28-71
1,215 1,213 17 17.33 1,215 2,295 46.82 47
7,028 5,328 76 100.4 7,028 7.129 46.86 152 -3 89
1,327 1,527 19 14.23 996 1.926 '^C.45^' m 27-91 ^96
4,869 3,792 64 69.15 4,841 4,841 54.38 39 25-54 4.841
2,130,, 2,130 30 14.94 1,046 6,137 26,15 237 f>-25w' 9 t^Ki
5,736 "4,368 62 82,23 5,756 5,756 53.29 108 5 756
723 723 10 10,35 725 1,018 67.90 15 30.47 1,018
3,950 3,950 66 54.71 3,850 3,830 22.00 159 3-850
1,007 744 11 14,58 1,007 1,918 42.64 45 21.75 1,876
2,579 1,556 22 29,20 2,044 2,044 42.65 48 21.76 2,044
6,177 5,177 74 75.96 5,177 11,592 34.52 336 9.80 5,454
14 14 0 1 14 6,914 34.41 ^01 3.71 34WTB
5,579 2,160 50 40.42 2,830 2,850 55.64 61 26.75 2,830
3,696 3,696 55 52*8 3,696 7,260 42.42 171 21.04 5,641
1,325 1,272 18 15.8 1,106 1,414 61.48 25 28,11 1,106
1,115 i,n5 16 9.11 638 3,465 22.82 152 6.41 658
705 705 lO'
'
705 3,374 22.82 148 1.31 1,871
5,047 3,600 51 72.1 5,047 5,426 39.91 156 15.42 5,426
587404 404 6 5.52 587 1,612 64.54 25 29.19
4,777 3,144 46 49,84 5,489 4,009
5,615
58.15
22.82
69
246
27,02
,82
3,483
4,280 2,528 55 47.06 5,294 5,294 37.34 92 13.20 3,294
3,062 5,052
1,322 22.«2 58 1.48
44 25.6 1,806 8,816 45.00 205 22.98 1,806
^ , Densitv Log Mln» Cost
% ^ Area A.D.A . of J:- - Frog, of Miti*
Town ADA.iaET. Trans. Blx% ^ Hdg Density Talne^ils- ?rog.
Hew Toim
^?orfolk
North Brenford
North Canfian
North Haven
North Stonlngrton
Sorwalk
Norwich
Old Lyiae
Old Saybrook
Orange
Oxford
Plainfield
Plainville
Plymouth
'oafret
Portland
Preston
Prospect
Putnam
Reddington
Ridgefield
Hocky Hill
Eoxbopy
Sal«B
Salisbury
Saybrook
Scotland
/.3yinour
ShftTcm
Shelton
Sherman
Simsbury
Soaers
Southbury
Southington
South Windsor
Sprsgue
Stafford
Stanford
Sterling
Stoningtcn
Stratford
Suffield
ThoB&ston
Thompson
Tolland
Torrington
Tnmbttll
Union
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ao <-\yx 1-37X . o / 0^331:54 •5-43 413 c 912
305 62 20.33 1.98 40.294 U.152 1.04754 53.44 115 ^1,760
1,708 360 21.08 2.45 46.650 43.340 1.63689 15.69 256 ,144
3,508 95 2.58 1.21 3.137137.158 2.27219 5.97 180 >j,320
895 308 34.41 2,06 70.987 20.944 1.39JL06 25.36 225 5,,352
822 50 6.08 1.60 9.120 SI.129 1.78624 12.64 98 2,,352
647 182 28.13 1.95 54.544 13.502 1.12591 34.15 219 5j,256
197 45 22.84 2.12 48.489 5*163 .71290 63.90 124 2i,976
4,272 9 .a 1.E4 .324IU.454 2.04708 9.41 341 81,184
593 194 32.72 2.17 71.057 24.908 1.39635 22.61 150 ,120
48 16 31.25 2.69 84.024 1.652 .21801 100.00 48 Ij,162
Total State Equated Johns' Johns*
X\|UO u@u
* upxxB £'t A/ixQ
3,599 49 48,55 3,399
5,408 49 49,88 3,492
4 ''3S 2-S64 WW 50.21WW • ff,. 3.515
X ,vow 1-080X> Swww 16 12-00JttPw VWW 840
2 900 2-900K> • i-rww 41 41.42 2,300
S9Swww 6w 4.61 325'W4^W
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1 707 1 707 24 23-48 1.644JL • w*S%
LIWW 12 12-32• wKr 863w^W
324 12 11-77 824
7 022 2 712 39WW 47-88^ f •wW 5-352
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1 320 27 39-37WW • wl 2 756
179 179•kit./ sw 2-55• WW 179X I w
557 80WW 7-951 • wW 557WW I
S 554 51wJL 50177c/w # 1 # 3-554W A WWTS
"> 208y AwU 31 25-77 1 804-L. • ww^
3 149 1 248 16 15-95Xw • ww 1.117
2 S98 2-598K« A www 37 36-58Ww • ww 2-561* ww^
6 R9a 4 392 63Vw 65- "^1W • wJm 4 586
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X , OVA/ . X, v/VA/ PR 18 74xo • / t 1 ^1 ?
1? 'WO P ^O ''i4 nn ^> ''(fiO
,
00\J
in 1 *;n 7n 70 4 949
X, DOfe 10 P P47
4 7ftfi 4 78R R8DO 40- 44 4R1
D, oo<: 00 oo.ox 4, OOO
iC, DU oy 4o»b4
b,±44 cSo xoo.XU yp ob /
1 CttiCtXf bot> 1 AAAX, OOD c4»Uo X,bOD
12-053 5.352 761 w 63-41WW •7X 4-439TB ^ WW
1,861 1,861 27 26.42 1,860
8,939 5,256 76 96.85 6,730
1,289 1,289 18 18.41 1,289
278 278 4 5.80 266
6, sea 5,120 46 54.55 5,819
1,043 1,043 15 14.76 1,033
J onn s Jo^uis 1 John;
Ml TPProg, VfiXuS vaj.ue rrog.
6,130 58.30 88 21.60 4,572
S,492 63.51 55 28*82 3,492
3-515w^WXw 47.50 74 24.05 3,516
3.570w * w « w 42.00 85wW 19 .82 840
4.479 41.14 109 17*53 4,479
S- 940Wa w^w 54.58 61 29.23 323
5-435w • ^ ^w 22-82 241X 4a45 3-514W a WXV
7 154 P7.16/ • Xw ''63 6*54W • WTs Xa www
9 664 59-^^4WW * 45TlW 27-39^ f • Ww 2-664
42-89 filwX 22*60 2-616Ki a UXU
2 6^4 6P 22-l'iiw •XO 2-654
4 1667, XDV 56- ?6 74 26-45 4 166
8 173 196XWW lQ-02X*> •Wfv 917wX f
44R 30-17WW vX f 81wX 1 wD 2-4RS
WV- » C>w 159XWW 11-08XX *V/V# S 751war wX
4-368"at A wwV 59-04 74 27-3? 4 366
4-914wXV 42-0? 117XX 1 19.91XW a 1-555Xy WWW
3-346 58-71wW * f X 57W < 27.19^1 a xw 1-644X a J^XTK
1 '509X * *>ww SO 29K»W 26-19 1-445X a w
5-030W 4 WWW 39.34 128 14-55XT* •WW 826W w
3-352W A WW«^ 58-77all 57w 1 ?>7-21 5-352—' a WW
5-922 42-35 140X^w 20-82fi>«w a'W t.j 5-922w a w h«
2-966f^ ft www 41-19TCX •Xw 72 17.87X F a w ( 2,966
f
-095www 63-47 33WW 28.80fc-w aWW 380
2-189rsin A XWW 65-76WW • 1 W 34wTS r^W a
w
966WWw
6-7l5\J % t XW 57-41W I • ^x 117XX 1 26.78 3-751Wa < w^
1,804 40.09 45 15*72 1,804
1 117X a XX fl 65.69i.'W • W w 17X I 23-62 1-117X a XX f
3.705W • ( Ww 51,38. 118A J»W 8^07
4-586 63.75 72 28-90**W^ WW 4 586^ a WWW
8 358a www 36-49 229 11.31XX 9 ^X 8-358Wa Www
1-595X a www 64-56 95•uW 28-59^>w a ww 1-550Xa www
5 948w a w?KW 41-65^X a \J%J 143X^w 18 . 31XV • «>x. 416^Xw
3 980W a wOw 42-85^ • ww 95w W 22-44 3 515P wXw
3 213w^ ¥^X«J 63-04Uw • V/^ 51wX 28-65 1 512X^
w y «?Ww i a • K# 263 12-49X^ •¥w S 470
4 949 ^tC • WW 117XX ( Cw • 1 4 949
2 247 42-45*xfk*a *xw 55 k.X .W Vj p P47
9 IftO£7 , XOw 4P 74 PI PP OR 4R1
7 4'?0 PP ftp ^7n 4 4Q 4 ^Rt, <.>OD
R4ftU, DtiO 4Q P9 74 94 c;n oe;«^
Q RR7
. iC 1 P4ft 1 4 44 J
,
DO J
4 1794,i.f iC PP PP XoO 9 1 PPc ,xc<
4 4'59 41 14vx .x^ lOftXv/O pn PP 4 4'?Q
37.00 97 11.76 1,850
44,86 161 23.42 6,780
3,371 ^.53 56 28.16 2,769
9,738 29.56 529 7.72 266
4,506 40,63 ill 18.88 3,819
1,033 68.86 15 30.85 1,055
Density Log Mln. Cost of
Town A .T. t ares %X8Xe6. A D.A. of y Prog. ?uiniB!ua
Trc^ns. bldr. bldg. Area Doisity Velue Pupils Program
Vernon 1,240 72 6.81 1.56 9.077 67.430 1.82924 11.71 156 264
Volijntown 96 16 16. o7 4.47 74.547 2.395 .37349 100.00 96 2, 484
Tallinpford 2,488 80 3.22 i.r^g 5.464 66.552 1.82505 11.82 295 7,052
!^siren 60 23 58.33 3.20 122.085 2.157 .33385 100.00 60 1, 440
Washinston 331 100 30.21 3.37 118.371 7.858 .89551 48.45 158 3, 792
Wfc terbury 15,533 540.131 2.73249 2.96 310 7, 440
V7aterf03rd 784 315 33.32 2.56 92.224 13.870 1.23857 26.26 203 ^, 872
Watertown 1,520 5 .20 1.71 .342 51.874 1.71495 13.94 197 4,728
Westbrook 150 57 56.00 2.40 81.200 8.672 .33812 45.30 67 1, 608
West Hartford 2,783 46 1.G5 1.29 2.138 127.277 2.10473 7.53 194 4, 656
West Kaven 3,917 338 10.16 .31 5.130 362.635 2.65952 3.85 U7 2, 808
Weston 82 34 41.46 2.23 91.704 4.033 •61258 74.41 60 1, 440
Westport 342 150 15.32 2.27 36.518 44.258 1.64599 15.49 141 3» 384
Wethersfield 927 125 13.27 1.49 19.312 63.010 JJL.^4 101 4-^4
Wtllington 260 61 25.46 1.33 45.4S8 7.550 .883?5 49.29 127 %048
Wilton 424 86 20.28 1.74 55.408 15.416 1.13796 31.04 150 120
Winchester 949 64 7.85 3.40 26.597 25.697 1.42643 21.60 199 4,776
TTindham 2,016 112 5.56 1.33 10.736 79.311 1.89933 10.53 201 1, 8 "4
\7indsor 1,616 244 15.10 1.52 25.027 55.573 1.72899 13.64 210 5,040
TTindsor Locks 564 89 15.78 1.31 50.159 77.211 1.88767 10.7-2 66 1, 344
??olcott 216 33 15.28 1.83 28.084 10.603 1.02156 39.31 84 2, 016
Woodbridge 242 27 11.16 1.66 18.603 12.140 1.06422 36.34 87 2'<:088
277 65 ':3.47 3.41 80.150 7.595 .38053 49.53 155 3, 240
loodetock 510 13 4.19 2.05 8.543 4.371 .69644 65.52 201 4, 824
Johns' Johns* Johns* Jghns* Johns t John
Total State Equated Equated Stste Min. yc Units yp Cal. M:
Cost Aid Pupils Pupila Aid Prog» Value N8Cd Value Progri
1,955 1,953 CO T7 PIxji » ex. 2,605 4,959 36.19 137 11.05 2,605
1,800 1,800 1,077 1,951 67-34 23 1^0 » CO 1,077
3,438 3,438 2,905 10,055 56-31 277 11.14 2,905
2,051 1,440 PI 1,220 1,220 67.84 18 30.44 1,220
5,770 3,7929 4,880 4,880 56-09 87 26-39 4,880
22-32 506 1.97
8,872 4,372 S9-6=> 6,976 6,376 42.28 165 20.60 6,976
135 135 O 1 »9P 135 7,407 57.65 197 13-02 165
5,512 1,C>08 ''3 29*52 2,057 2,067 54-40 58 25.39 2,067
1,169 1,159 17 16-65 1,166 5-137 27.53 189 6.30 1,166
3,680 2,808 40 37-12 2, 539 2,599 22.82 114 2.02 2,599
1,753 1,440 20 20-95 1,467 1,467 G3-84 23 28.93 1,467
5,700 3,534 49 75.04 5,853 5,253 39.13 134 14.27 5,255
5,500 2,424 35 50.00 3,500 8,225 42.59 194 20.34 5,215
4,074 3,048 44 49*24 3,447 3,838 56.51 69 28-52 3,447
3,041 5,041 43 43-44 3,041 fe,377 42.35 149 35.56 3,685
4,521 4,521 66 49-68 3,478 7,203 41.40 174 18.33 3,478
5,U2 4,824 69 73-02 5,112 6,906 34.67 199 3.90 6,905
6,295 5,040 72 89-90 6,293 7,807 34.36 206 12.77 7,807
7,500 1,544 19 27.31 1,954 1,S54 34.94 56 10-08 1,954
1,951 1,951 28 25-87 1,671 2,752 60.03 54 24-36 1,671
645 645 9 9.E1 645 2,743 47.26 58 25.99 1,276
1,300 1,800 26 25.71 1,800 4,188 56-63 74 26.56 3,680
558 558 8 8.U 568 5,334 62.02 86 23.54 306
rI-
TiBLE ?
TrHn. Cost of
Educ» Equat. Cost Mln. Prog.
Equated Pu- Mlniaum M% Tax Inc. Ir&ns<> Vmf
Pupils pils Program Receipts State Aid portation State Aid
Dttrtiam 245 31 17,150.00 7,456.25 9,713.75 19,334.00 11,899.75
Eastford 216 23 15,120.00 3,202.45 11,917.55 16,751,00 13,548.55
Norwich ^14 56 266,980.00 282,248.79 16,267.50^ 263, 473*00 16,267.50^
A-|16,267.50 is the Ehumer&tion Grsnt. rhis Grant was continued bjr the
CcHsmlssion because of deep-rooted tradition*
r
«23
AFPLIC/TION OF BUMS* TFCir:lQUE TO CONNKCriOUT
Stetins- the Need in I'^vma of Dollars
The n?^d beinr: 3t^ted in terms of pupils, the second step is
to stste this need in terms of dollsrs. First, the cost to trsnaport
one unit is found. Then the cost of the ainiffim trensports tion program
in eny perticuler toTO will depend on the morobfr of lunits to be trans-
ported. This mifflber to be supported by the state is not the total OTmber
of pupils rhich the town is act-iially transportiarr, but the aversge n^Jiaber
of pupils thet are bein? trensported in tomr of similar densities.
In order to find the cost of the unit of need, the actual costs
to trsnsport pupils in thp various toims throughout the si&tes hfve to be
eccepted as valid, and it 1b necessary to assuae the attitude th^^t fi-
nancial waste is not preval^^t in the Banerement of education in the
various towns.
Hpvine: accepted the to?jn*s transportation costs as efficient,
determine th^ cost of the per xinit need by dividLnfr the cost of trensporta-^
tion by the nunber of minijEiHR progrsB pupils to be transported. The
quotient will fldve the cost per unit of need. Then we arren^ the per
unit costs of the towns in & column beginninff ^Ith the lo^rest snd ending
•with the highest. The middle copt is accepted as the unit cost to be used
in figuring the expenditure for the ainimuB proprera in any particular to«n«
The middle toim waa found to be Rock'- Hill id.th a per unit of need cost
of $24.
^en the units of need in each town are Multiplied by the cost of
one unit, the cost of the miniraura progreBi in each to^ is determined. This
has been done, and the data are found in Table IV under the colujnn J with
r
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the heading Cost of iilnlmum Prograji.
There is one more step before the burden of supporting the miniotua
transportation program can be equalized. It will be renoBbered that
Bums suggested that the state should accept the responfsibility of equaliz-
ing actual expenditures for transportation in the towns if such expendi-
tures in any town were less than the need as predicted by density. Thus,
as in the case of the totm of Avon, the cost of the need as predicted
by dansity was $3,024^ in 1925, but the town was actually expending et the
time only |2,089 « Therefore, according to Bums, the state in endeavor-
ing to equalize the burden of trsnsportation should recognize the actual
expffliditares. On the other hand, if a town is expanding more than the
saount predicted by density as in the case of Aghford, which is expending
2 1$3,165 and has a predicted density cost of ^2,544 , the state should
recognize for the purpose of equalisation only the smaller cost. Expendi-
tures above and belo the predicted cost are caused, according to Bums,
by local policy, and in a prograa of state aid there should neither be re-
ward nor penalty for effort. The coluisn headed State Aid is an adjustment
of the ainianmi prograa to agree tdth this policy. This colximn represents
the financial responsibility of the state for the purpose of equalization*
Financing the Need According to the Ability
of the Towns to Pay
The third step in Bums' equalization program is to change transpor-
tation costs to educationel costs, provided that the educational costs have
been equalized. Since there an attempt made by the Commission appointed
in 192^ to equalise these costs in Connecticut, it is possible to apply
the third part of Bums' t«elinique to this state.
1-^ee Table IV, col^jsn entitled Cost of Minigpja Program .
2-See Table IV. column entitled victual Total Cost.

APPLlCAnON OF BUENS» TECHNIOTE TO CONNECTICUT
As It has been stated in Chapter I, the Commission determined
tho educational need in terms of so mtny equated pupils for each toim#
They next found that the coat to educate one of these pupils was $70,
Therefore, the cost of the Biniaum program in any towi could be obtained
by multiplying the nuaber of equated pupils by the cost of one. For
instance, in the tovm of Windsor I*ocks, there were 586 equated pupils
in 1925-1926. The cost of the minimm educational program in this town
at 170 per ecmated pupil totals $41,020. The need and cost being deter-
mined, the Commission faced the problem of equalizing the burden of sup-
port of this need. They decided thet 54^ of tax receipts is a reasonable
local contribution in support of this minimunj program. In Windsor Locks
total tax receipts in 1925 were $108,272. Thirty-four per cent of this
figure is $36,879.16. Therefore, in order to equalize the burden of sup-
port of the ainimiira educe tional proffram in this town, the state would
finance the program to the ext®it of $4,140.86.^
Howeyer, it has be^ pointed out previously thtt the |70 cost per
equated pupil does not inclu :e the cost of settinf the pupil to school.
Therefore, if there is any need for transporting pupils in the town,
funds must be taken froa the $70 to meet this expense. Obviously, any
money taken from the |70 decreases the assount available for real education-
al purposes because transportation is not educational. Furthermore, dif-
ferent towns have different needs for trensportstinn. Therefore, as Sums
has stated, the need must be measured, the cost of the need determined,
and the burden of supporting this need equalized. The first two taske
have heea accomplished. How it remains to accomplish the third by chang-
ing transportation costs to educational costs, and on this basis equalising
1-Financing EducaUon in Connecticut . Table A, p. 178 j Table C, p. 195
rr
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the burden of support among the towis.
Goinsr beck to our llluetr<; tlon, ¥?e find the cost of the minimuai
transportation program in Windsor Locks ./ae ^1344 in 19?5» If v-.r; divide
this cost by t70, we get transportation costs stated in terms of nineteen
equated fjupils. Next we add these pupils to the real equated pupils
(586) and Tire get six hundred five equated pupils. This number multiplied
by $70, the cost to educate one, gives us $42,230, ^his figure represents
8 new minimuiB educational program which includes the minimum cost of
transportation. Then we equalize the support of this propram by subtract-
ing from it ZAt of the total tax receipts of $56,879.15. Now we have
16,470.85 as the amount of aoncy to be contributed by the state to the town
to equalize a minimun educational progran. Tcble V shows this new miniraua
educational cost worked out for several towns.
The o.uotient obtained by dividin?^ the State Aid^ value of each
town by 70 gives us transportation costs stated in tonas of equated pupils.
This niuaber of equated pupils if added tr> the number of real cjquated pupils,
found by the Coaantasion to represent the educational nf>ed in the various
towns, will rive, after the procedure stated in the previous paragraph is
carried out, a new ainiaua educational cost to be supported by the state.
This prograa of state support »akes it possible for each town in the stet^
to offer a minimuia educational opportunity to each child at an expenditure
equal to 54% of its total t,ax receipts.
1-See Table IV, colusm entitled State Aid.
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1. The application of Eurro' techni^.u^^ is basfd on three f^mda-
aentel principles.
2» ffhat the average community in a group of slailar conarunities
is doing in respect to its need ifi accepted as the basis for determining
a minimum prograa of transportf tion.
5, This average need expressed as a Bathematical eanetion for
Connecticut takes tho form.
Log J = 2.276 - .66 Log x.
4« The centre! tendency of unit coots in the state (*^14) is ac-
cepted as the unit cost of need for det^raiiing- the cost of the miniimuB
program.
5. Ihe equalization of the burdisn of supporting the mininriffi pro-
graa of transportation is accomplished by chanf?in(? transportation cost©
to equivalent educatl-nal costs end applyinp: a technique developed by Mort
and adapted to Connecticut by a Cojamission.
r
THllB^UALIZAnON OF TEli: BUBDFU OF TBANSPORT/.nON
IN CONNECTICUT
CHAPTER III
THE APPUCAIIOTI OF JOHNS* IFX3HNICDK TO CONNJXinCUT
There was no attempt In the last chapter to criticize the tech-
nique of Bums, nor will there be any stt^ipt to do so for the technicTie
of Johns, which will be applied in this chapter. Any criticism will be
withheld until the next chapter when a comparison of both techniques
is Bade*
Resuae of Johns • Study
Johns* study was made after the inveeti^otion of Bums and had
as its purpose the refinement of Bums' technicue for equalizing the burden
of trensportetion with an enlargnent of its acope of application to in-
clude several states rathrr than one,
Ke followed the three basic principles laid down by Bums, but
his methods of procedure took soaewhat different paths in deriving' answers
to the threefold probi«a. He stated his need for transportation in tenas
of the per cent of avere^^e daily attendance transported, eliminfting the
factor used by Bums to measure the distance from school. He believed
that this f&ctor ?ave an increase to the need value out of proportion to
the actual coat variations brought on by the length of the transportation
haul. He retained dwoslty of school population as a predictive variable,
thereby endorsinfr ^urns' belief that the mott important cause of need for
transportation outside of the control of local policy depends upon school
density. When he plotted the per cent of average daily attendance trans-
ported against the d^isity of scho::;! population, he obtained a curvilinear
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relationship. This rplntionship between the two voiriebles he e>.:presaed
hy the curved line function
in which yn equals the average need for transportation in « toira of "x"
school density, end "b* and *a* are constants dab^^rroineid by the method
of least squares.
principle, expressing the need in terms of dollars. Burns used the cen-
trtl tendency of the unit costs as a xmi' ccA to be multiplied by the
units of need in e^ch town to detfiraine the cost of the ffiinimtua trensporte-
ti<m program, •'ohns, however, believed that sone criterion of costs
should be used which would not be influenced by the local coMsunity, In-
restigation showed thst density of school population was the aajor cause
of increase in per pupil costs of transportation. By plottlno- the actual
per pupil costs against the density of school population, he found a re-
lationship which he expressed by two straight line functions of the fom
One f^Jinction gave values of yc up to e certain density; the oth^^r function
took care of the yc values beyond this density. The application of his
technique resulted in an average need value and an average per pupil cost
value for towns of similer densities. The proper msnipul tion of these
two values, ?thich will be explained l6t*;r, terminated in & Biiniraim trans-
portp-tion program expressed in dollars, '^e accoaplished the equalization
of the burden of support of this prograai in the SE»e manner as Bums, that
is, by changing transportation costs to educatiooi costs.
His next refineiaf=3it in Pirns' techni. ue occurs in the second basic
yc = 3nx + b.
Ir
c
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The CoBBpletion of Johns* Conaecticut Study
As it w?s stated previously, Johns applied his technique to
several states. For th© State of COTnecticut he deterained the equation
of need and equations of cost. They are as followsi
Th.e ©quftii^n o^ (yn) need
y n = 1131 ,
x+55
the equations of (y c) cost
(1) y c = + 72.26
(This equation is used if the density (x) is from zero to 14.17)
(2) y c = -.128x + 44.82.
(This equation is used if the density (x) is from 14.17 upward)
Johns did not apply these equations to iJie rorioiis tovms in order to de-
rive a minimum transportation progran. Therefore, the purpK)se of the
writer in applying Johns' tec'inique to Connecticut resolves itself into
a somewhat coKplicatod piece of cl'^rical ^?ork.
An abstract description of the manipiil^ lion of the equations for
the purpose of obtaining the cost of the »iniamm prograa to bs supported
by th© state will now be given. After this explanation has been given, the
procedure fdll be illustrated by applying the techni que to a fe';? typical
towns.
Substituting the school density of e town in the "need" equation
end the "correct cost" equation end then solvinf for y n and y c results
in an average per cent of the average daily attendance transported and an
average per pupil cost of transportation for this town. The average need
rc
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(y n) multiplied by the average daily attendance of the town <»ivo« th«
number of minimum program piipile.
m = y n
A.D.A.
y n X A.D.A* = m
Ibid m value when multiplied by the average per pupil cost (y c)
equals the cost of the miniaroa program in the town. This procedi're when
accomplished for all tJie to-^s la the state results in the maximum cost
of the ffiiniaium program.
If a to?m is transporting more than the averse'e number of pupils
for towns of similar densities, or has a p^^r pupil cost of more than the
average cost procured by me&na of the cost equation, only the average
values are used in detenaininr the "state supported" cost. If a torn is
not transporting as many pupils as the number of miniaRim prorram pipils
(m) predicted by density of school population, then onl^ the actual number
transported is multiplied by the average per pupil (y c) cost for the town.
This procedure wh«i acccxuplished gives a minimi.ua progi-aa cost which re-
cogaires only the actual number trens)>orted in a tovm if this actual
number is less than the number of ninimum program pupils determined by
the need equation. Tliie cost prof^aaa is based on a policy, accepted by
both Bums and Johns, that only the actixel number transported can be re-
cogni2sed by the state in figuring costs to be supported if a town is not
Beeting the minimxim program need as predicted by density. Finally, if the
cost of the minimum program, after the adjustoent just mentioned has
be^ made, exceeds the act?ial cost of transportation, th€si the state for
the purpose of equalization recognizes only the actual expenditures.
c
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A few illustrotions bringing in the different situations will
probfibly lead to a better understanding of the application of Johne*
technique*
C80« I
Towi Litchfield
Density 12.53
Average daily attendiince 657
Number treasported 150
Cost of transportation $7,028
Eouation of need y n 1131
X 55
y n = ZZ,Q9%
Expressing 23,895^ as a decimal vf.lue .PSQ,
y n X A.D.A. - m - .259 x 657 = 152
Equation of cost y' c = — 2.06x + 72.26
yc = $46.86
yc X B = $46.36 x 152 = $7129
yc X actual number tr&naported = !^46.8C x 150 ~ f7,055.
Notice that the minimm progr.' so pupils determined by the need
equation is 152. The cost per pupil determined by the coat equation for
towns of dfmsity less than 14.17 is f46.86 per pupil. The 152 x $46.86
per pupil gives a aaxiauHi cost of the miniraum prograa equal to 17129.
^b«toTO is transporting only 160, so wo Multiply the actual number
transported by the average cost for toims of thin density and gat f7055.
c
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However, Uie town la paying only $7028 for trfinsportation^ eo #7028 is
the amount allowed by the state for equalization purposes, Litchfield
is a toTO that is trensporting slightly less than the calculated nrerege
need for to>Tis of similar densities and at s cost sli^tly less than the
average cost per pupil.
Case II
Town PojBfret
Average daily attondsnce 275
Density 6.42
Number transported 84
Cost of transportation 4^^194
Emiation of need yn = 1151
5.4?. + S5
yn = 27.52^f
Expressing 27.32$ as a decimal value .??75
yn X A.D.A. = m = .27 x 275 = 74
Equation of cost yc = —2.06 (6.42) + 72.26
yc = 159.04
74 X f59.04 = t4365
This town is transporting 84 pupils, but the lalnimum prosrsa
number is 74. Iherefore, aid will be aullowed for only 74. Ihe actual
cost of transportation in th^j tovm is $6,194^ so the aid will be the celcu-
latad cost ^4366. Ponjfret is a town that is transport-'ng more than the
calcfulated average need for towns of similar densities and at a coat
greater than the average cost per pupil. Therefore, only the maxlaum cost
of the asiniiram prograa is alloTred.

THE APPLICATION OF JOHNS* TECIINIQUE TO COrmECTICUT
Table IV contains, in addition to a program which was worlced out
on the bftsis of B\ims* technique, » program of stfite aid using Johns'
technique. Throe cost colums res\ilt after the application of Johns*
techniquet s maximum "Binimum progrsra" cost, e calculated minimum progrem
cost, end a proposed state cost. ThG mffximm "nininriin progr-w" cost shows
the e^ttcmt of the state responsibility if each town is transporting up to
the minimu.Ti. The calculated cost adjusts the prornram to the actual ful-
filliaeut of need for transportation being carried on at the present time
in the vfcrious towns. The proposed state aid cost recognizes the actual
transportation cost in a toirn if this cost is less than the c&lculsted mini-
atuffi cost. The column marked L in Table IV shows a miniroum program of stste
aid for the state, deterrained by the application of Bums* technicue. The
coluisn marked 0 shows a siaail-.r proerem -forked out by means of Johns*
technique. The selection of the most practical o'ithod for eqnalizinfc the
burden of support of transportation is the work of the next chapter,
Succa^jrv
The work of the irriter in this chapter has been largely clerical.
Equations of need and cost as developed by Johns were applied to the various
towns In Connecticut. This application resulted in a program of state aid
for transport*>tion ?Fhich is found tabulated f sr each town in Table IV.

THE EQDAUZAnON OF TKE DUED'iU OF TEANSPORTAHON
IN CONNECTICUT
CHAPTER IV
SELECTION OF JOHNS* TKCHNIQUE FOR EQUALIZATION
The application of both techniques having been made, it now be-
comes the pixrpose to analyze them end to select the one which, in the
opinion of the writer, aiore accurately equalizes the burden of support-
ing the transportation progran thratighout the state.
First let us consider t^e technique developed by Bums.
The validity of the function
kx
y = ee
used by Bums to express tho relationship which exists bett.'een the
trnnsportation load and density depends upon obtaining a curvilinear re-
lationship when the need for trejnsportction (called y) is plotted against
the log of density (celled x)« PurthDrraore^if the log form of thivi function
is to be used, the data must take the rectilinear fonu. Plate III shows
the Connecticut data plotted on seai-lognrithuns paper. As can be seen
froaj the diagraia, it is rather her ' to derive a hyf'erbolic relationship.
In fact, if the plots A and B are given more weig^it then the other plots
because of the nuabor of to??ne which enter i^.to their -iet^^^rmination, we
get a CTirvod line, not of \he hyperbolic form, but of a form similcr to
the ?-?.raboIa« A streip^ht line laifht be used to sho?' the relationship
between the t-so variables, but the function used by Bums does not express
the relationship. If the log foTn of the f^jnction is used, .-'^ should
get p. straight line when the log of need Is plotted against the log of
density. Piste IV shoT7S the plotted data, A straight lin'3 fitted by the
ethod of least squares is shown drawn through the data. However, if a
line is drawn which makes the residuels of A and B from the line as scall
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as possible, a curved line as drawa through the data alght better be
used to express the relationship. After studylnt? Plates III and IV, we
anist como to the conclusion thst when y equals the naed for transportation
sad X equals the log of density, the function
- .
lot
y = ae
does not fit the data for Connecticut.
However, tliis funrtioQ will fit the date if *e change the inde-
pendent variable jc to mean density rath^^r then tho log of density. Piste V
shows the trsnsportetion load plotted a<^.inst density. This plotting
is curvilinear and may be correctly expressed by the hyperbolic function
used by Bums. It should be understood that x no loaper means the log
of density, but merely density. Now if we plot the data on seai-logarith-
mic paper, letting y equal the log of need, tre sriould get a straif^t line
relationship. This has been done, and Plate VI shows the plotted data
with a straight line drawn that fits the data fairly well. It should be
noticed that the upper part of the line, T^here the average ne^^d has been
derived from a relatively large number of toims, can be aade to fit the
data rather closely. Froa Plates V and VI we may conclude thtt the function
y = ae'^
will more accurately express the relationship which exists between the
tran sports tion load and the cause of the load, if s-e use actual density
rathsr than the log of density. Our first change, tlien, in Bums* tech-
nique, when applying it to Connecticut, would be to derive by the method
of least squares a line of fit to the data as plotted in Plate VI.
i-
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II
SELECTION OF JOHNS' TECHNIQUE FOR EQUALIZATION
Additionsl stiidj-, however, reveals a more fimclamsntal «'eaknea«
in Bums' technique. In order to bring out this re&kness, we must refer
to Plfttfl I once again. The y variable is the product of two thir.gs, the
% of the A. D. A. transported, and the square root of the quotient ob-
tained by dividing thft area of the town by the number of school buildings*
It is believod by the writer that the l«0t of these two fsictors gives «n
increased y value out of proportion to the variations in costs supposedly
measured by it. For instance, the square root of the quotient obtained
by dividing the area by the number of buildings in the town of Berlin is
• 25, and this value for the tor^i of Norfolk is 6.72, a ratio of approximate-
ly twenty-seven to one. ^he vsriatlons in actid. pr?r pupil costs do not ex-
ceed a ratio of fifteen to oae.^ Probably a better id<5S of the effect of
this factor on the determination of need can better be obtained by an exs-
inination of the individual plots in Flate I, The colored line ic drt^wn
through the nean needs derived by avers ein^ the individual town needs in
d^sity intervals of fi\'-e. An exaoination of the scatter die^rara sho?»s
that approximately forty towns made to have abnora&lly hijrh needs by this
factor, which endeavors to measure dist-ence from school, are balancing the
need values of about eighty to»ms« In other words, in the daisit" inter-
val between one and five there are only seven towns above the mean for
the interval (88.8) and twenty-one towns below the mean. The same condi-
tions hold for each of the other density intervals. The result is that
if s line is fitted to the eversge needs of each density interval, we have
a line thet has more than twice as many towns below it as above it. By
the use of the function offered by Bums, if we let x equal -^ctual density,
1-Highest per pupiljl35.86j lowe-.t p^r pa;:il cost ^6.60. Taken from
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we cftn get a pood fit to the eversge needs. But the evera-re needs are all
high because of the sbnorm&l need values of fcboiit one-fourth of th-^ towis*
A siuranary of thst vfbich the writf^r in trj'lng' to point out lai^ht
be made es follows: firpt, thf-t the function es used "by Btj.me does not
express the relctioriBhip hetrrem thr- need €nd caupe of need; second, that
the function can bo aade to fit the two veriebles if ve use density rathf?r
than log of density es the predictive v£ri^=ble} third, thet th«? fit de-
rived by using density rather thsn log of density is nullifi^sd because of
& vvQakness In Hums' measurement of need caused by the factor which measures
distance from school*
Now the question netjrally erisest if the function as used "by
Bums does not fit the deta very closely, why was it used in ?i'orlcing out
a progrsB) of state eid for transp-rtntion in Connecticut? There sre several
reasons. In the first place, etiidy 9t the tiac- revealed that oven trhen a
better fit to the data could be obtained by substituting deisity in the
function rethor than the log of density, the ryeatoess in Bums' aeas^jre-
Eient of need nullified the use of this better fit. In other words, the
writer was faced with the probleia of discar'lin? the whole technirue or
carrying on with its application more for the puri ose of expiaininf? the
principles Ijivolved than with the expectation of obtsinin^ s Trorth-while
minisnim pro^jram. This purpose can be justified because the -friter desired
to bring out in clear-cut aanner the thr<=>e Amdara^.tal principles upon
which Buma' technique is based. These principles also serve es the
foxmdaticai upon ^hich "Johns* technique is bssed, flhm they are once ex-
plained, the reader is better eble to grasp the application of Johns*
technique, which, in the opinion of the writer, more accurately measure*
rf
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the need anrl cost of a wintmun transportation program, Steted another
w^, the iminediat^ purpose in Chapter II was to explain the principles
underlying both technl(:ues and to epoly the techniaue of Burns for the
purpose of exemplificetion rsth r than for eceurEcy in resiilts.
It would seem from the t^xt of Chapter II thet the fimction es used
by Bums wee Msed also by the writer. But actually thc^ function used by
the writer is not en equation of a line derived from averages of the needs
of tounB experiencing similar density conditions, but an equation of a
line derived from median values of toms experienclnf s similar density
condition. V?hen the log of density ig substituted in the equation, a
need value is obtained irhich ie a median need for t^wns of similer densities
rather then an aversge need. Oftentimes when a ae&n value does not ac-
curately state the concentrsti^ point of a series of values, the median
or middle value is substituted for the mean to orient more accurately
the central tendency of the series. The writer used a similar procedure
to obtain e line which would fit more acc^irately the individual need's of
the toims. It was Essuaed thst the scatter of the data in Plete I co^ild
be considered as aprroximating a straight line close enough to allcT the
use of the function
log y = —b log X log a
as an expression of the relationahip between the t^o variables.
The method of obbaLning the line of central tendency was briefly
explained in Chapter II, but it will do no hara to reiterate. Xhe data
plotted on cross section paper maxked off in log scale. The cross section
r
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hatchings were teken as correlstion Intervtilsj then ass'imed origins were
selected and the data correlftted ©s though eech erose section hatching
represented an equal rtnge in need and density. The usual method of ob-
taining e regression of y on x could not be nsed because of the differ<aic^
in the size of the correlation intervcls. P.n epproximation of the slope
was obtained by the proportion x y ^. The moan of the y values (—1.75)
€ X ^
and the mean of the x values (4,56) in terms of the correlation intervals
gave one point on the line and by substitution in the streisht line equation
y « ax + b
«1.7?^. 5(4.55) + b
the point (b) where the line crossed the essuraed axis was obtained. Whsi
this point end the point det*?nain9d by the means of the values were used^
two points on zhe line wore determined, and e strai'^ht line Tfas drev/n
through then!. This line by means of the right tritinglo method gave the
slope in terms of the I05 data. Ihesi wheal line veluos were substituted
in the eciuation, the point There the line crossed the y axis ves obtained.
The writer recognizes that the derivation of a line by this method is not
orthodox, but the nethod has res^ilted in a line which has approxlERtely
as many tovms above the line as belo^ it, and the sua of the devi-tions
above the line (positive) added to the sum of the deviations bolo-c? th-^
negative
line approxiiaAt«i aero. We m,L^A say that the res'ilt justifies the iseans*
There is little question in the alnd of the writer that this line aore
accurately fits the data than c line 'vrfiich has ohly one-third of the towns
above it anr? the other two-thirds below. This was shown to be tri'e when
a line was obtained from the average %'Eluee.
1-Derived from Burgess, H. .V. ^ tljs Mathcar.tics ^ StatisUcs. p. 159
i
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An Analysis of th<^ Mnlsinra ?Togr&m Obtsin^^d by Using
Bums* Techniques
Of course, the ultiaate purpose of Bums' technique is to equalise
the brirdc-n of sapportiag the unequal coste of trsnaportatlon found in the
vericrus towns. If vre recapitulste briefl3' i<ies-S croiaulg.*: ted in this
process of equalizetic:, we shall be in a bettor position to consider to
wfefit extent ths cost profrein included in Tabl^; IV under the title "Bums'
Minimum ProRTcia'* fiilfille th^ process of equalization.
There ere really two weys in T^hlch existing inecualities in sup-
porting tr&nsportction costs in tk« towas can be reaedied. For instance,
the state can assurae the reeponsibilit^^ of ell tr&neportetion costs. This
procedure eqtmlices the burden by r^aaoving it. However, if the state does
not Fish to rseuaie the entire costs, then soae method auf.t be devised
^hich will call for joint support by local and stale funds. This method
jsuct ref5ult in nn eciuiteble rolci?.iur. progreia vrhicb is to be supported by
the state, fho ainiau-m program, if it is equitable for all tome, ciust be
predicted frcB soice impartial cause. Bums eccsptsd ss a HinisnHJ pro gram
the- transportation bein(? done by the aver? 5c town in a grouj' of to^s ex-
pericjncing sisilrr conditions of need. Ih^ messure cf lEnartial sijailtrity
selected tc rietcrainfi the ETprare need w.its drmsity of pchcol pop.ilsticn*
An eaiplricEl equation v:r^s used to expre:Q the repletion ship between the
n©?>d for transportation enc? the causo cf need; or ntated anoth--2r miy, an
«quatioa tras used shich, when constants were found, gave need value ap-
proximating the average? need for tranRvortation in tovfas of similar school
densities. ^
l-Deviations of average needs froffi the need values predicted}^ the equation
line ere caused by local policy influaicea.
1
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SELECnON OF JOHNS* TECHNIQUE FOR EQUALIZATION
Wh«i teatlnpr the validity of the adniBnim program oo6ts, on^ can
not expect a perfect correlation between the prosrr&m costs and actual
costs. A perfect correlstion of state responsibility and actrisl local
costs means state responsibility for the entire proeram of transports tion.
We have on one hand, as the result of the teclaiique, a prograia of costs
based on median costs, sad on the other bend, actual costs which vary
above and below the median.
This variation, either positive or negative, froa the miniiEUB
program is supposedly the result of local policy. For instance, & town
with en actxial cost larger than the ainlffiuai program costs probably has
a consolidated school syst^a. A town with an actual cost lower than the
ainiaum program cost is probably embracing a policy of taking the school
to the child rather than bringing the child to the school."^ Between these
two extremes, there are probably a large number of towns with an actual
transportation cost approximating the misiimum program cost, lichen the
program and actual costs of the towns of Connecticut are correlated, a
product moment correlrtion produced a Pearsons' r + ,5 which shows an
association between the two sets of costs, but for the purpose of equalizing
the transportation burden, the correlation sho^ild be higher. With the
exception of towns that have highly consolidated school systoas and towns
that have small school buildings scattered over the whole town area, actual
cost should not vary very much from the minimum program cost.
After a minimua program has been determined, the costs are then ex-
pressed in terms of educational costs by the application of Mort's technique.
If, however, an inaccurste minimum program cost is used in the process, the
1-This variation has reference to individual tovsn costs. Footnote (l) page
41, has reference to individual needs.
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selection: of JOHSS' lECtlNIQUE FOR B'^ALIZATION
final result is also inaccurate. It has alreedy beai stated that tbm
correlation between the alnimuaa progreai ftnd the actual costs is not
high enough to werx^nt its practical use. Therefore, Bums* technique
Biust be c nsidered as inaccurtte and can not be used to fulfill the pur-
pose of equalization.
Both Bijims and Johns accept as a neasuresent of need that which
the average coaiminity in a group of sinilar coEasunities is doing in
respect to its need. It is evident, however, that Burns' need value is a
theoretical one which is deterprf-ned by multiplying the actual per cent
transported in a partie^iler town by the
This factor of "distance froa school" as an influence which increased
need is only an approximation. Therefore, when the actual per cents
transiported are multiplied by it, the resultant is not an actual need, but
a theoretical need, the validity of which depends upon, first, the extent
to which distance from school brings about an increase in transportation
costs, sad second, the accuracy of this
in measuring the distance from school. In the opinion of the writer,
the theoretical nature of this need value aaken Bums* whole technique
susceptible to error. In other words, a the-retical need produces a
theoretical cost which when correlated ^^dth fectaal costs does not show an
Selection of Johns* Technique for Determining i7eed
no. of buildings.
no. of buildings
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SELF.CTIOTI OF JOHMS' TECMIQUE FOR EQUALIZATION
association hif^ enoufh to warr&nt its use.
On the otiier hand, Johns, in deteroining his need, confines his
•«Burem«nt to actual per cents of arertige daily fittendance transported.
Thus, his arerage needs obtained from density intervals of six pupils
per square mile represent actual and not theoretical need conditions.
Therefore, when he fits a auitheaatical function to those average need
values, he is obtaining a line which can be said to fit actual conditions.
No such conclusion can be drawn by Bums because his average needs are
theoretical. In conclusion, Johns* measureaent of need is more practical
because he confines himself to a measureaent of actual conditions while
Bums influences actual conditions by introducing a theoretical factor
having to do with distance fro« school.
Johns, by using whst is knoim as a "generalized coefficent of
correlation," found a correlttion of .9+ between line values of his func-
tion and actual average need values. The application of the generalized
coefficient formula to Bums* function and average need values would re-
sult in a testing of the fit of a line to theoretical average needs.
Plate II shows that a line will not fit Bums' theoretical needs very
closely. If fit were obtained, the line would fit only a number of theore-
tical needs, the validity of which has beai shown to be doubtful.
Selection of Johns* Technique for Determining Costs
B'lTOS used the central tendency of unit cost ( found to be tZA
in Ccainecticut) in deteraiinini;^ the cost of his ainimuE program. This
cost is hypothetical because the \mits of need which were used in deter-
mining it, as explained previously, are hypothetical. On the other hand.
c
SEbSCTION OF JOHNS' TrcKiat-tUE FOR EQUALIZATION
Johns' unit of cost for deriving « miniiaum progi'am cost is based on actual
conditions. Ho fctmd tho everasre cost per pupdl in towns of siiailar
densities, an'l by using two straight line equctione, obteliied a yc cost
which correlated .8+ with aversge per pupil costs. This correlation is
fairly high and ie s to.st of line costs and actual conditions. Probably
the only way to test the validity of the central tendesncy cost is to
correlate the calculated miniauai program costs with actual costs. When
thie wk: done for Bams' technique, a correlation of .5+ result-'d. However,
whec Johns* calculated mininnm program cost was correlated with actual
costs of the towns of Connecticut, a correlation of .83+ resulted.
In conclusion, when Johns' calcnlp.ted averag;e need, RverBge costs,
and miniaum program costs, were chocked with actual conditions, each showed
a high correlation. On the other hand. Bums' average need and unit cost
ere theoretical. Therefore, when the juinimum progrejn cost was checked
with actual conditions, there was not the high correlation which Johns*
technique produced, althou?^ there was a marked association. This constant
check is necessary because actti&l practice is the best test sviiilable at
the present time, it, being a-ssiuaed thatmsts in cost edministrfrtion is rare*
Selection of Johns* Xechnicue for Equalization
The ultimate purpose cf these techniques is to equalize the burden
of supporting transportation costs in the various towns. Before such a
program can be accomplished, an equitable miniasum program has to be deter-
ajjied. In the opinion of the writer such s prorroa is obtain'd by Johns*
technique. The support of this program according to the ability of the
town to pay is accomplished by the application of Mort's technique* The
validity of this process for the purpose of equalization is accepted in this
thesis*

SlLECnON OP JOHRS« rsCBHi;aR FDK EQa^ZATIOf?
sonusx
!• The technlquea of Johns «nd Bums h«v« besa caraf^illy ftn&lyxod*
S* JobcjB* toobnlqu© h&8 Immri a«leeted bocsuRo it glv<»is ®fi 0q»3ltabl«
Blnlaun prognt^ «Mch can ba used In ©quclirlnj: the tr»nsportRtioQ
btird<M3—en laportcot fftctor In the equalisation of echicstional
opportuaity*
)
r
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THE EQUALIZATION OF THE BURDEN OF TRANSPORTATION
IN CONNECTICUT
CHAPTER V
GMERAL SUMMABI
Vh&t the GoBunission Accomplished
The Cc»nmiaslon accepted the policy thfit the state should equalize
a miniBRim educational opportunity. Prom this respcaisibility eaaanated
a threefold problem of (l) determining a miaimia progrsja, (2) expressing
it in tarma of dollers, and (3) enliaB-ng local support for it according
to a town's ability to pay. Only elements coTniaon to most totms were
recognised as pert of the xaiaimum prograia. For this r-^eson, elementary
and high school education ir&s included; for thft s&ae reason, kindergarten
education was excluded. A unit of measuring cost (called the equated
pupil) v?as deteraiined. Then cost to supply this progrea per equated
pupil in towns of average wealth ires found to be <!70. The cost of the
miniavja program ir&s determined in each tov*Ti, end 34^ of the tax dollar
vf&s accepted as an ecuitsble local contribution 9dth state funds taking
care of the residue.
Transportation sres recognized as an element common to almost all
toims. The financial support of it -as also recogjiised as beioring on
the various towns with unec/ael str^igth. Its equalizt tion, however, »as
not attanpted bsceiise of the difficulty experienced in moasuriner it. Mor«-
©ver, the Conimission did not attempt equalization by recognizing the
state's responsibility for the entire transportation costs. Its suggestion
of state responsibility for two-thirds of the costs was temporary and
lacked scientific basis.
rr I
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GEHSRiL SmPiURT
What the Writer Accomplished
The writer accepted the policy that the state shoiild equalize
the burden of a Biniaiuji t.r? nsport «*:ic!! program in the various towns.
He applied to the toras of C<mnecticut techniqties developed by Johns and
Bums, and selected Johns as the better one. In this technique the s&ae
three principles comaon to the rroblcan of equelising educetion make
tiieir appetirance. Wiat the averege cosarunity in e group of similar
conamunities is doing in respect to its need tfss ecc^pted &s the bf.sis of
a minimum transportation prograa. The average cost per pupil in a group
of siniler coranunities was accepted as the unit of cost* Density of
school population '^as accepted es the measure of sinile-rity, and the
cost of the fflinimuu program in each town was detGmined, The squalization
of the minimum pi-ogram was accomplished by changing tr^nsportfition costs
to educational costs in terns of equated pupils.
The equalization of educational opportunity is far from an acUiality.
But, in & democracy, it is the only tenable theory of education. It
is hoped thfit the contribution found in this thesis will werve ee a re-
finement to the lerger problcEi worked out by the Coaaaission, vhich had
as its avowed purpose the introduction of democratic principles into fi-
nancing of education in Connecticut.
(c
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APPENDIX
STATE AID FOR CERTAIH TOWHE TRANS-
PORTIfiG CKLLDFM TO ELSKIillTAEI
SCHOOLS—GCNIiECTICOT GFi^ERAL STATUTES
The statement of the classification for reimbursonent is necessary
for the proper understanding of the laws governing transportation. The
first and second laws referred to in the text are really included in the
one lawt State Aid for Oertain Toms Transporting Childraa to Elementaiy
Schools* The dassificatioi ma sade serelj for the purpose of discussicm*
CLASSIFICATIOH FOR REIMBURSa03IT. If such towi shall have, in the
opinion of the state board of education, satisfied the conditions set
forth in section 1027 (G, S.) and if its average annual receipts froa
taxation shall have be^ fifty-five thousand dollars or less, or if its
average wnBual receipts frm taxation shall have be^ in excess of fifty-
five thousand dollars in the event that during tJie year next preceding
such tonn vas placed in class thirte^ or lower, it shall be entitled
to partial state reimbursement for teachers* salaries paid by it» All
such toims shall be divided into fourteen classes as followss First
class, towis having average annual receipts from taxation of not more than
twelve thousand five hundred dollars; second class, towns having average
annual receipts from taxaticm of more than twelve thousand five himdred
dollars, but not in excess of twenty thousand dollars} third class, towns
having average annu«T receipts frcai taxation of more than twenty thou-
sand dollars, but not in excess of twenty-five thousand dollaxsj fourth
class, towns having average annual receipts from taxation of more than
tw«aty-five thousand dollars, but not in excess of thirty thousand
2.
r
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dollarsi fifth class, towns having average annual receipts frcan tax-
ation of more than thirty thousand dollars, but not in excess of thirty-
t«o thousand five hundred dollars) sixth class, toious having average
unmiwl receipts frcaa taxation of more than thirty-two thousand five
hundred dollars, but not in excess of thirty-five thousand dollars
j
seveaith class, towns having average snnuaT receipts- from taxation of
more than thirty—five thousand dollars, but not in excess of thirty-
seven thousand fi-ro hundred dollars; eighth class, towns having average
annual receipts from taxation of more than thirty-seven thoiu^uid five
hundred dollars, but not in excess of forty thousand dollars; ninth
class, towns having average anmiaT receipts fron taxation of more than
forty thousand dollars, but not in excess of forty-two thousand five
hundred dollars| tenth class, towns having average annual receipts from
taxati(»i of more than forty-two thousand five hundred dollars, but not in
excess of forty-five thousand dollars 5 eleventh claes, towns having an-
nual receipts from taxation of more than forty—five thousand do!Llars,
but not in excess of forty-seven thousand five hundred dollai'sj twelftii
class, towns having average annual receipts from taxatlcm of more thaa
forty-sev«a thousand five hundred dollars, but not in excess of fifty
thousand doUarsi thirteenth cla&s, towns having average annual receipts
from taxation of more tlian fifty thousand dollars, but not in excess of
fifty-two thousand five hundred dollars and fourteaith class, tovoM
having average annual receipts from taxation of more than fifty-tiK) thott-
aand five hundred dollars, but not in excess of fifty-five thousand
dollars J providaJ, in 1931 and thereafter, any such town shall not be
placed in any other class than that of the one next higher or next lowr
c
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to the oaie in i^ch it was placed cUiring the year next preceding, in the
event that such to«n is not able to continue in the aeas class in which
it vas actually placed during the year next preceding*
AMODNT OF REIMBURSEMENT* The state board of education shall
certify to the comptroller the proportional amounts of salaries paid to
the teachers in all towns which are entitled to receive state reiaburse-
sent under the provisions of sections 1024 to 1030 (G. S*), £Uch pro-
portional amount shall be determined upon tJae following basisi for
towns in the first class, SQVenty-five per centua of the acount paid for
teachers* salaries| for towns in the second class, seventy per centvra
of the amount paid for teachers* salaries; for towns in the third class
sixty-five per centum of -tiae amoxxit paid for teachers* salaries; for
tome in the fourth class^ sixl^ per c^tum of the amount paid for tea-
chers' salariesi for towns in the fifty class, fifty-five per centum
of the amount paid for teachers' salaries; for towns in the sixth class,
fifty per centiM of the amount paid for teachers* salaries; for towns in
the seventh class, forty-five per centum of the amount paid for teachers'
salaries; for towns in the ei^th class, forty per centum of the amount
paid for teachers* salfuries; for towns in th.e ninth class, thirty-five
per centum of the amount pedd for teachers' salaries; for towns in the
t«ath class, thirty per centum of the amoimt paid for teachers* salaries;
for towns in the twelfth class, twenty per c^tum of the amount paid for
teachere' alaries; for toiaas in the thirteenth class, fifteen per caaturn
of the amount paid for teachers* salaries and for toms in the four-
teenth class f ten per centum of the anount paid for teachers* salciriee.
Boston University
School of Education
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STATE AID TO CERTABl TOfHUS TRAIISPORTING CHILDRBlf TO jSLaiiiSTARI
SCHOOLS. Tonne receiving reifflburseracait for teachers* salaries under
section 1029 of the general statutes (secticsi 201 of this compilation)^
classes one to aiXf inclusive, shall also be aititled to receive, imder
the sajne conditions, reiaJaurseoent from the state for a like propor-
tionate aDK>unt of all moneys paid by said toiais for the transportation
cf children attending elementary schools.
All tovns having, according to the last census, a popula.ticoi of
less than aix thousand, shall be esititled to receive reimburs^^t from
X^e state for one-half the cost of transportation of children to and
fr<^ eleoentaiy schools under the provisi(ms of this act, such reinborse-
ment not to exceed twenty dollars per pupil annually, except as pro-
vided in section one hereof.
Each such town desiring reioburs^ent either under the provisions
of secticai one or section tTO of this act shall file an application there-
for with the state board education, before August first in each year,
together with a stateaaent showing the approximate may^er of pupils to
b© transported during the ensuing school year, the routes and type or
types of conveyances to be used, the mileage and such other informa-
tion as said board may requiref but no toym shall receive reimburse-
meat tmder more than one of said sections*
Any parait or guardian or any town aggrieved by the finding of
said board roidered under the provisions of section 905 of the general
stattttee (section 47 of this ccmpilation) may appeal to the superior
court for tJae county within which such town is situated or to any judge
t
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thereof in Tacation*
The sua oV one hundred and tweaaty—five thousand dollars i8
appropriated to carry out the provisions of thie act for the t«o years
^ding Jizoe 50^ 1935*
REDIKmSEMEST OP TOITOE FOR A PORTION OF THE TUITIOK AlfD TTUHS-
POKTAriOM OF CHILDRSH ATTIJiDIKG NOU-LOCAL HIGH XHOOLS. Unless othep-
ifise provided, the term "average anmial rf>ceipts froa taxation,"
wherever used in this act^ shall mean the yearly average of the mm of
the following five it^s as detertained for the three fiscal years next
preceding July first of the year in iriiich report is made to the tax
comoissiosiers (1) Receipts from all taxes levied upon the grand list
of each toTO.| (2) receipts from personal taxes j (5) receipts from the
state treasurer of taxes on t«tie shares of stock of any hsick or trust,
insurance or Morris Plan eoapanyj (4) receipts frcai taxation by any
city, borough, school district, firs district, lighting district or
other immicipal association coterminaas with or ivithin such town and
(5) the Aoonts which would Iiave been received in taxation from all
property exeapted under the provisionb of any special act or by ^wn vote
AS provided by sections 1192 and 1263 of the general statutes.
On or before August first in each year, the treasurer of each town
entitled to participate in the benefits conferred by the provisions of
this act shall return to the tax commissioner, on forms to be supplied
by him, a statement, \mder oath, showing in detail the average «nr»T«>|
receipts from taxation. As long as there shall be a state tax, the report
required by section 1261 of the general statutes shall be sufficient.
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On or before Hovember 1, 1951, the tax caaraissioner shall certify
to the state bo&rd of education two lists. Oaie list shall show the naaes
and the amounts receiyed fr<^ taxation of all towns vhoee average annual
receipts frai taxation for the three fiscal years ended next prior to
July 1, 1930, were sixty toousand dollars or lese* The other list shall
show the names and amounts received from tascation of all towns whose
average annual receipts from taxation for the three fiscal years ended
next prior to July 1, 1931, shall have been sixty thousand dollars or
less, and of such towns whose average annual receipts from taxation
shall have be^ in excess of sixty thousand dollai's as are entitled to
participate in the benefits ccaiferred by the provisions of this act*
On or before Hovember 1, 1932, and on or before Hovember first in each
year thereafter, the tax coaaaissioner shall certify to the state board
of educaticm a list showing the asmes and the amounts received from
taxation of all towns whose average annual receipts from taxation
shall have been sixty tl:K)usand dollars or less, and the names and amounts
of such towns whose average amnual receipts trxm taxation shall have be^
in excess of sixty thousand dollars as are ^titled to participate in
tha benefits conferred by the provisions of sections one to six, inclu-
sive, of this act. Such lists shall be used in determining the cusount
of aid from the state, if any, to which ai^ such toMi is ^titled under
the provisicaas of sections one to six, inclusive, of this act for the
School year raided July fourteenth next succeeding.
Each to«i in which a high school mis not maintained by such torn
during the school year ended July 14, 1930, and which has average
annual receipts from taxation of sixty tliousand dollars or less shall.
r
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anniially in July, receive from the etate an amount eqiial to two-thirds
of the aggregate of the Bums which have been actoally paid by the tomi
for tuiticm fees under the pro-Tisions of section 847 of the general stat-
utes (section 151 of this conqjilation) , provided not more than fifty
dollars shall be paid by the state for each pupil.
Any town in which a hi^ school is not maintained shall pay the
reasonable and necessary cost of railwi^ or other trsuaspoii#ation of any
pupil who resides with his parents or guardian in such town and who^
with the written consent of the board of education, attends a high school
in another town, provided such hi^ school be approved by the state
board of e<toication« Such necessary and reasonable cost of railway or
other transportation shall be paid annually by the town treasurer upon
the order of the chairaan of the board of education. The number and
n^es of the i»]pils so conveyed to high schools, the names of the schools
which th^ have attended and the amaant paid by the town for the co»-
weyance of each child shall, on or before the first day of July in each
year, be certified, under oath, to the state board of education by -Uie
board of education in the town in which the pupils reside* Upon appli->
cation to the state board of education, each such tom in which a high
school was not maintained during the school year ended July 14, 1930»
and which town has average annual receipts from taxation of sixty thou-
sand dollars or less, shall, azmually in July, receive frcaa the state
an amount equal to one-half of the aggregate of the sums which have
actually been paid by the towa for such transportation, provided not
ore than thirty-five dollars shall be paid by the state for each pupil
conv^ed.
Each town in which a high school was not maintained by such town
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during the school year aaded July 14, 1950, which town had avar&ge annual
receipts froB taxation for the three years ©ided next prior to J\ily 1,
1930, of sixty thousand dollare or less, and which shall have average
anniial receipts frtn taxation of more l^tian £ixty thou&and dollar;3, chall,
for the nine y&ars next succeeding the last year in which its average
wnmial receipts frcna taxation w$ro or shall have been &ixty thousand
dollars or less, receive the following per centma of the amount or
aaofusits to which it would have been entitled under the provisioned of
sections four and five of thia act had its average annual receipt*
from taxation been sixty thousand dollars or l&sat Ninety per centua
for the first year n«xt succeeding} eighty per caitum for the seccaad
year next succeedingj seventy per centum for the third year next suc-
ceeding} sixty per c^tuo for the fourth year next succeedingi fifty
per c«itum for the fifth year next succeedingi forty per centum for
the sixth year next succeedingj thirty per centum for the seventh year
next succeedi ng} twenty per centum for the ei^th year next eucceeding
and ten per centua for the ninth yeai^ next sttcceeding.
Each towi in ihich a high school was not maintained by such town
during the school year «aded July 14, 1950, which town had average
aasual receipts from taxation for th© three years &ided next prior to
July 1, 1930, of more than sixty thousand dollars, and received the bene-
fits of the hi^ school tuition grant or the high school transporta-
tion grant or both for the school year ended July 14, 1950, shall re-
ceive the following per centums of the amoimt or amounts to which it
would have been entitled under the provisions of sections four and five
of this act had its average annual receipts from taxation been sixty
I
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trhousand dollars or lessi Nine'ty per centas for the school year md^
ing July 14, 1932| ei^ty per centxus for the school year ending July
14, 1953} seventy pear c«itum for the school year ending July 14, 1934j
sixty per centua for the school yoaa? ©ading July 14, 1935; fifty p«r
coatum for the school year aiding July 14, 1956j forty per centum for
the school year ending July 14, 1937; thirty per c«atum for the school
year eaading July 14, 1958} twenty per centum for the school year aiding
July 14, 1939, and ten per centum for tdie school year ending July 14,
1940*
TIUliSPOmTIOH OF PUPILS ATTEI^DIliG TRADE SCHOOLS, Any town or
city in which a state trade school is not maintained shall pay the tgb^
soaable and necessary cost of railway or other tran£;portation of any
perscm between the ages of fourteen and twaaty-one years who shall re-
side nith his paresits or guardian in such toim or city, and who, wltii
the written <»nsetit of the board of education, shall attend a state
tr^e school in another towa or city as a regular all-day pupil or
as a high school co-operative pupil; provided no tuition charge shall
be made« The comptroller shall, annually, in July, upon application by
the board of education of any such towi or city, and upon voucher of the
secretary of the state board of educrition, draw his order on the treas-
urer in favor of such toim or city, for a sum equal to one-half the
sxaauat paid by it for transportation under the provisions of this act
and under such nules as vm^ be prescribed by the state board of edu-
cation, provided not more than fifty dollars a year shall be paid by
the state for the transportation of each pupil, ^ch sum shall be paid
IX
froB funds available for high school transportation. The number and
naaes of the persons so conTeyed to trad© schools in tovns or cities
other than those in vhich they reside, the naine^ of the trade schools
vhich th^ have attended and the amaunt paid by each such towa. or ei^
for the conveyance of each person shall, on or before the first day of
July in each year, be certified, umder oath, to the state board of edo-
caticm by the secretary of the board of education of the towi or city
in which the persons reside*
SPECIiI< AID, The secretazy of the board of education of any tom
^titled to partial state relobursesent under the provisions of section
1029 (G» S.) may apply to the state board of education for spcjcial aid.
The application shall show, under oath, (l) the amount raised in such
tom by local taxation during its last preceding fiscal year, and
(2) the proportion of such amount used for the support of its schools.
The etate board of education shall not consider the application for
special aid of any town if such town shall not have spent, in the support
of its schools, at least one-third of the total amount raised in taxation,
exclusive of receipts from the state and outside sources. Any toim so
applying and satisfy^jog this conditicai may receive special aid in ac-
cordance with rules to be established by the state board of educaticm
if , in the opinion of such board, necessity for special aid in such town
exists in order to maintain the schools therein at the standard required
by said board. Special grants provided for in this secti n shall be
available for any curr^t expense and shall be subject to the approval
of the board of finance and control and shall not exceed the appropriation
provided therefor.
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